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Preface

This publication was commissioned by the Board of Directors of the
National Association of Independent Schools for the guidance and infor-
mation of school heads and trustees.

The author, Frank R. Kemerer, is well qualified to write this monograph.
He had over 10 years of experience as teacher and administrator in inde-
pendent schools prior to becoming a specialist in academic governance and
collective bargaining. Dr. Kemerer received his doctorate in 1974 from
Stanford University, with a major in educational administration and a
minor in law through Stanford Law School. He is the senior author of
Unions on Campus: A National Study of the Consequences of Faculty Bargaining
(San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1975), and has written many articles on both
secondary and higher education. He currently serves as assistant to the
president of the State University of New York College of Arts and Science
at Geneseo, where many of his administrative duties involve labor rela-
tions and where he also teaches courses in civil liberties and constitutional
law. In preparing Appendix B, "Principles of Personnel Policy/' Dr.
Kemerer was joined by Dr. Ronald P. Satryb, assistant vice president of
business affairs at SUNY-Geneseo, a person well informed and experi-
enced in personnel matters.

Dr. Kemerer was asked to present the essential facts about collective
bargainingwhat it is, the causes that give rise to it, the various forms it
may takealong with whatever information and advice he felt would be
helpful to school administrators in dealing with unionization, should the
occasion arise.

While we are confident that Understanding Faculty Unions and Collective
Bargaining presents accurate and authoritative information, neither NAIS
nor the author intends that it serve as a substitute for legal advice in the
complex area of labor relations. Any school faced with the possibility or
reality of collective bargaining should, as anessential first step, engage the
services of a competent professional.

A number of people associated with independent schools have partici-
pated in the development of this monograph. While it is not possible to
name them all, 5,'e wish to recognize here the substantial time and effort

V



that was given to reviewing the manuscript and suggesting improvements
by A. D. Ayrault, Jr., Lakeside School (Wash.); Edward R. Kast, German-
town Academy (Pa.); James Henderson, Jr., Independent Schools Asso-
ciation of the Central States; and Francis V. Lloyd, Jr., Associated
Educational Consultants, Inc.
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President, NAIS



1
Introduction

Until recently, few people realized that faculty unions in education would
grow so rapidly. One can scarcely find a daily newspaper that does not
highlight a faculty-union election, a breakdown in contract negotiations
with a faculty union, or a faculty strike. Indeed, if the 1960's were the era of
student protest, the 1970's might well be called the years of faculty unrest.

While unions have long served the industrial worker in the private
sector, only lately have they come to the public sector and to education.
Since Wisconsin passed the first public-sector collective-bargaining law in
1959, unionization has grown rapidly in the public sector as state after state
has passed some form of enabling legislation for at least some of its public
workers. Currently, there is a movement to have the National Labor
Relations Act, which now covers the private sector, extended to all public
employees as well. If this should happen, employees in states that lack
collective-bargaining legislation will have the option of forming and joining
unions. More significantly, both public and private employees will enjoy
the panoply of bargaining rights that are inherent in the federal law.

As more and more employee groups organize, they have a spillover
effect on nonunionized employees: fear of unions changes to curiosity,
then often to endorsement. Thus unions today have become commonplace
among such diverse employee groups as auto workers, football players,
garment workers, actors, symphony musicians, and airline pilots.

In education, the growth of unions has been phenomenal. By the end of
1975, approximately 4,000 public school districts, or 25 per cent of the total,
were conducting some form of collective bargaining with organized groups
of teachers. Twenty states had laws requiring school boards to bargain with
teachers, and nine others required teachers and school boards to "meet and
confer." In higher education, 430 campuses, or 16 per cent of the total, were
unionized. Because large systems, such as the State University of New
York, which employ a large segment of all faculty members in America are
more prone to unionize, the percentage of full-time teaching faculty
members in higher education now represented by unions is even
higherover 20 per cent. In 1965, 10 years earlier, there were virtually no
unionized colleges or universities in the country.
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But this is only part of the story. A comprehensive 1975 survey of college
and university faculty members shows that they are actually far more
disposed to accept unions than the number of contracts now in force would
indicate. Fully 72 per cent, or seven out of even/ 10, faculty members in higher
education say that they would vote for an agent if an election were held at
their institution today. Even a majority of teachers at high-status public and
private colleges and universities endorse this position, a fact that leads the
researchers, Everett Carll Ladd, Jr., and Seymour Martin Lipset, who have
written several books on faculty unionization, to conclude that, more than
any factor, this high level of support for unions at prestigious institutions
"suggests that unionization is the wave of academe's future." In some
states, faculty unionization among public educational institutions has
already reached the saturation point. For example, in New York and New
Jersey, states having strong bargaining laws, almost 95 per cent of state
institutions are organized.

In the private sector of education, union growth has been much slower,
but nevertheless apparent. In higher education, only about 12 per cent of all
unionized campuses in early 1976 were private. But the pace is quickening,
as faculty members at such prominent private institutions as Boston Uni-
versity vote for unionization. Many private campuses report union activity
among faculty members to be growing markedly, particularly as nearby
public institutions form unions. Among nonpublic secondary institutions
that may be covered by state legislation or, for the larger schools, by the
National Labor Relations Act, faculty unionization is scarce, but it has
surfaced. About 15 per cent of all Catholic diocesan school systems found
themselves having to negotiate salaries and working conditions with their
faculties in 1973. Even though fewer than half a dozen independent schools
are known to have unionized faculties, the trend is up. The appearance of a
new periodical, The Independent School Teacher, in late 1975, is itself a sign
that independent school professionals are beginning to communicate
much more openly about problems unique to nonpublic schools. In short,
if the pattern elsewhere is any indication, faculty unionization poses a
growing problem for already harried independent school administrators.

The selection of a union, the end product of a series of difficulties, is a reaction
to a situation that might have been altered had school administrators
understood how unions come into being. In some ways, the most difficult
time precedes the election of a bargaining agent; yet this same period offers
school officials the greatest potential for minimizing the impact of a faculty
union by taking affirmative action to forestall its growth.

Sections 2-4 of this monograph are intended to help school officials
understand what a union is and the factors that promote its development.
Included is a discussion of ways in which administrators can lessen the
appeal of a union to faculty members. Section 5, which identifies some of
the positive and negative consequences of unions, together with Appendix
A, in question-and-answer format, provides useful information for those
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who are now negotiating with a faculty union as well as for those who hope
employees will feel that a union is unnecessary for assuring job security,
governance rights, and economic benefits. Appendix B, which outlines a
sample personnel policy, Appendix C, a glossary of labor terms, and
Appendix D, an annotated bibliography, have been included for those
wishing more detailed information about labor relations in general and
faculty unionization in particular.

9
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2
What Is a Union?

A union is an association of individuals, but it is an association quite
different from a professional group such as the National Council of Teach-
ers of Mathematics or an academic deliberative body such as a faculty
committee or assembly. A union is a powerful interest group that speaks
externally with a single voice. For an association to be a union, there are
four conditions that must be fulfilled.

1. Members must agree that their interests and values differ
from those of the employer. There must be an assumption of
conflict over how the resources of the institution are to be
dispersed and sometimes even over the goals the institution
should pursue.

2. Members must agree that the association is to be their exclu-
sive representative for purposes of bargaining with the
employer. This principle of "exclusivity," inherent in most
labor laws, has serious implications for such pre-existing
employee groups as faculty departments, committees,
councils, and senates.

3. The association's members must be willing to give each
employee fair representation in his or her disputes with the
employer, even if the employee is not a dues-paying member
of the association. This principle, also inherent in most labor
laws, underlies the striving of unions for well-defined
"grievance systems" whereby conflicts over employer
actions can be channeled and resolved.

4. The members of the association must wish to force the
employer to recognize the association as the collective-bar-
gaining agent for the employees, preferably within a legal
framework.

The fourth condition, or characteristic, most clearly distinguishes a
union from other employee associations such as the National Council of
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Teachers of Mathematics, the American Historical Association, or the
American Bar Association. In the absence of a labor law, an association that
functions as a union is faced with large obstacles, chief of which is forcing
the administration to recognize it as the exclusive representative of the
employees. More than one employee organization has collapsed when the
employer has simply refused to have anything to do with it because of the
absence of a collective-bargaining statute. If recognition is granted under
these circumstances, complex disputes involving the nature of the bar-
gaining unit, the scope of bargaining, and related matters must be settled
informally by the parties or in court. Neither employer-union politics nor
judicial decision-making is a very good substitute for a well-written col-
lective-bargaining law.

The National Labor Relations Act
and the concept of full bargaining rights

The federal law is particularly important, not only because it applies to
most nonpublic schools, but also because it has great influence over state
practice. Industrial workers spent long years bitterly struggling to win the
right to choose unions that could negotiate a binding contract with man-
agement. The first major piece of collective-bargaining legislation was the
Railway Labor Act, in 1926. The National Labor Relations Act (NLRA), a far
more encompassing law, followed in 1935. Both made the clear refusal of
an employer to bargain with the employee representative an unfair labor
practice subject to fine and imprisonment. (It should be noted that there
continues to be no effective remedy for what is known as "surface bar-
gaining" by an employer continuous discussion that does not result in an
agreement. An intransigent employer cannot be forced to grant a conces-
sion to the union.)

En 1970, the agency charged with administering the terms of the NLRA,
the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), overruled an earlier decision
not to apply the law to private educational institutions. Using its statutory
rule-making power, the NLRB subsequently decided that all nonpublic
educational institutions that substantially affect interstate commerce
should be covered by the terms of the federal labor law. The present NLRB
criterion for determining "affecting commerce" is a gross annual operating
level of 51- million or more. Included are revenues from such sources as
tuition, bookstore operation, and sporting events, (William Whiteside, a
prominent labor lawyer with experience in academic bargaining, told an
audience at the 1976 NAIS Annual Conference that it is possible that
revenues from fund-raising efforts may soon be included as well.) If a
school meets this test, the federal law applies. It would thus appear that all
but more localized independent school operations are covered by the
NLRA. Of course, the NLRB may lower these standards in the future to
cover even those now excluded. Evidence in some casesindicates that this-
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is quite possible. Alternatively, a school may be covered by a state labor
law, though most state labor laws do not extend jurisdiction to nonprofit
institutions. Because the law plays such a significant role in collective
bargaining, every school head should become familiar with the labor
statutes that apply to his or her institution.

So far, the NLRB has extended its jurisdiction for purposes of supervis-
ing a union election or investigating charges of unfair labor practices
(usually alleged employer interference with the right of employees to assist
or join unions under the NLRA) to at least six independent schools: The
Bishop Whipple Schools, Faribault, Minn.; The Laboratory School of the
University of Chicago, Ill.; Breck School and The Blake Schools, Minnea-
polis, Minn.; Tabor Academy, Marion, Mass.; and Friends Seminary, New
York City. In 1972, the NLRB decided to withhold extending further
jurisdiction to secondary institutions in the nonpublic sector. But three
months later, the board reversed itself and has continued to apply the
federal law to nonpublic elementary and secondary schools that meet the
criteria given above.

The obligation to bargain on the employer's side and the right to organize
on the employees' side underlie the NLRA's concept of full bargaining
rights:

1. The right of employees to be represented by an exclusive
agent.

2. Bilateral (management-labor) determination of wages,
hours, and other terms and conditions of employment.

3. The right to a binding contract between the employer and the
representative of his employees, a contract that does not
depend on the employer's good graces but one that can be
enforced in a court of law.

4. The right to strike or to negotiate binding arbitration of both
grievance disputes (those arising under the contract) and
contract term disputes (those arising from the negotiation of a
new contract).

The purposes of faculty unions

Unions serve two different faculty groupsthose who wish to preserve
past gains, and those who seek greater benefits and power. In one sense,
all unions are preservation-oriented in that they seek to maintain and
expand employee benefits, not see them reduced. In a few colleges, pri-
marily private liberal arts institutions, however, faculty members have
witnessed rapid erosion of their past individual benefits and institutional
rights and privileges. Severe conditions have forced administrators at these
colleges to assert greater control at the expense of the faculty. For example,
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the selection of the American Association of University Professors as the
tacult "s bargaining agent at St John's niversitc (N.\ .1 in 1970 and at the

Illk ersih, of Delaw re in 1972 stemmed in part from economic concerns
and in part from hostile administrative action against the faculty.

Independent secondary school taculties have seldom played a large role
in school governance. As Donald Roberts notes, in Chaignig Patto ', of

Goz.c rhvict. (Boston NAIS, 1974), "Teacher, it would seem, are less
interested than students in assuming influence in the governance of their
schools Or it the are interested, they restrain themselves, for one tactful
reason or another Certainly there are very few schools where faculties are
exerting or ec en asking for, policy-making power of any important kind"
( p 31) 1 lowever, it the independence and self-determination that some
taculties in the independent sector now enjoy are taken away, "preserva-
tion" may become a very real issue.

I raditionally, most of the agitation for unions, as we shall see, comes
primarily from those who wish greater economic benefits and an expanded
role in school decision-making. They include teachers, coaches, librarians,
counselors, and others composing the professional staffs of independent
schools Nonprofessional groups secretaries, kitchen staff-, and mainte-
nance and grounds employees are also likely to form unions for these
reasons. (While we focus here primarily on the professional employee,
school heads should realize that most of the principles outlined in the
following pages apply to nonprofessionals as well. For more information
about collective bargaining and the nonprofessional employee, see section
B of Appendix A, "Questions and Answers.") Some of the activism of
students in the late 1960's has apparently rubbed off on faculty and staff
members Thus, as Roberts goes on to note, "The voice that was granted to
students in faculty-student senates also made audible the demands of
their teachers. who as heads have sometimes suspectedmay have
more empathy with student bodies than with administrations" (p. 31).

In Catholic schools, evidence shows that unionized faculty members,
particularly lay teachers, have k ished higher salaries, greater fringe ben-
efits, and a greater part in governance. A 1974 National Catholic Educa-
tional Association monograph, exottatIons in Catholic Schools, quite bluntly
states, "Their needs as professionals to be involved in decision making
concerning their working conditions were not receiving sufficient response
from school boards, diocesan officials, or school administrators" (p. 12).

Rising expectations, coupled with the harsh economic conditions of our
times, promote the future growth of unions as enfranchisement forces. But
before we examine the causes of unions in detail, let us consider some
general characteristics of a collective-bargaining system.

Characteristics of a collective-bargaining system

Through the National Labor Relations Act and similar state legislation, a
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L °Nei e-bargammg system has been established in this country that has
-several distinct characteristics.

first, the :aw enables emphlifees to tflNallIZe and bargain collet tivehi anti, their
ollective bargining does not confer these rights on the individ-

ual emploL ee. but rather on the group. Individual employees in a union-
ized tacult cannot deal directl\ with the employer over wages, hours, and
conditions ot emploN ment unless the collective agreement allows this
option t f his departs radically from practice in most independent schools.)

hu,, in many matters affecting employment, the individual teacher's
relation to the school is no longer direct but must be handled through the
intermediaries 01 the union.

neLond, ph /poses of barouung, the union is the nclusive represemtafive of
Iii employees in the bargaining unit. f here can be no competing agencies.
1 hus, committees or councils that pre L iously represented some or all of the
L in matters of wages, hours, and conditions of employment must
either confine their activities to noneconomic matters or cease to function.
As a -product ot e \clusivity, the union has a legally enforceable duty to
represent all employees in the bargaining unit fairly, even though some
nia% e chosen not to belong to the union. This does not mean that the
union always ita, to back a member's grievance, though all but the most
p01%ertul unions find it politically too costly to refuse to back an individual
to the highest level of the grievance system.

Fhird, union affairs are governed denuk-ratically. A majority vote of dues-
pa A, mg members decides who shall be union officers, what the union will
bargain tor, and whether the negotiated contract will be ratified, While the
one-man, one-vote system is an efficient way to resolve disputes, it does
not take Into account important differences in employee status. Thus, the
sensor faculty member has no more lout in a union than the most junior
member; in fact, senior faculty members are often likely to have no clout at
all, since they are less likely to become union members or take an active part
in union affairs. The implications for a school where these differences of
status ha e on been taken into account are obvious.

Fourth, the somlaram of the collective-bargauung laws and decisions interpret-
1m,, them force a undonin(y of collective-bargaining practices on all typo.; of
institutions and all type,: of employees. At the same time, the subjects bar-
gained over van; from organization to organization because the needs of
employees differ. Since the bargaining process is controlled by those who
use it, the outcome!, are likely to be quite localized.

Fifth, tollecttz,e-bargatmag laws and rulings reawnize the concept of manage-
ment preroga t , or mailagement rights, as well as cmployee bargaining rights.
Many educational managers try to include as many items as possible under
the umbrella of management prerogative so as to limit union influence.
However, since teachers usually claim a professional right to play a role in
deciding such academic policy matters as class size, curriculum structure,
course content, and teacher evaluation, unions may be forced by their
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members to bargain over these issues. Where faculty members al early play
a large part in these areas, it is probably wisest for administrators to
continue to support their participation, at the same time insisting that they
he kept separate from the bargaining process. The tension between man-
agement prerogative and union control is great, and only by the most
careful decision- making can administrators preserve past traditions of
tacultv involvement in academic and related policy formation without
involving unions

Finally, tollectrvi-bargamms qtstein is also an instrument of sovemance. En
tart, in a school where there is much conflict, a collective-bargaining
system may be the only means of restoring order. By the terms of the
agreement, the diverse activities and clashing interests of groups of indi-
viduals are regulated. Conflicts arising over the interpretation of a partic-
ular contractual provision or a particular action of management are chan-
neled and resolved through the grievance process. Thus, to some extent, a
contract functions like a constitution or a set of by-laws.

the collective-bargaining system, then, has potential for both good and
had. Before we examine collective bargaining as a decision-making process
and try to assess the positive and negative results it is apt to have on
independent schools, let us investigate the cause~ behind the growth of
unions and determine to what extent school administrators can exert some
control over them.

15
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3
The Causes of Faculty Unions
and Their Implications
for Administrators

The causes of the growth of faculty unions are a combination of external
pressures, internal issues having to do with practices at a particular school,
and individual or personal characteristics of the faculty.

In a survey undertaken in 1974 at Stanford University, a cross-section of
presidents of higher educational institutions where there were no unions,
together with all the presidents of institutions that did have faculty unions
and all the faculty union chairmen at those institutions, was asked to
indicate the relative influence of 10 factors on promoting the growth of
faculty unions nationally. Interestingly, the replies of these disparate'
respondents were similar: economic factors, job security, and a desire for
more influence in governance stood out as the leading causes.

Presidents of unionized institutions and their faculty union counterparts
were also asked to rate the same 10 factors as they pertained to the arrival of
a union on their campuses. The respondents were divided into four cate-
gories according to the type of institution they represented. Again, the
pattern was similar, with economic factors heading the list.

External causes

The desire for higher wages and benefits is not surprising. Faced with the
rising cost of living and spurred on by the example of powerful teacher
unions in the public sector, many independent school teachers, particu-
larly those in urban and wealthy suburban areas, are no longer so willing to
sacrifice dollars for prestige. Nor are they as likely to settle for smaller
classes, "personal" atmosphere, and relatively well-behaved students. In
some cases, especially where teachers are the sole breadwinners of their
families, they literally cannot afford to settle for less.

Another well-known problem external to the school is the vast surplus of
teachers. Most people are beginning to realize that the glut of qualified
educators at all levels will not go away; it will get worse. This external threat
is a catalyst to faculty-room discussion about school personnel practices
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and problems. those institutions that lack a well-formulated personnel
policy are particularly vulnerable. The oft-stated "Don't worry, indepen-
dent schools look after their own" k greeted more and more with skepti-
cism. Despite assertions to the contrary, many faculty members look for
signs of a "revolving door" policy the periodic recruitment and dismissal
01 younger, less expensive instructors.

Another factor behind teacher insecurity is the national decline in the
number of school-age children. While some researchers forecast an up-
swing in the birth rate later in this century, their prediction is far from
certain According to Protections of Educational Statistics to 1983-84, pub-
lished in 1974 by the National Center for Educational Statistics, enrollments
in grades K-12 in the public sector will decline by 9 per centfrom 45-
million in 1975 to 41-million in 1983. Since 1971, they have already declined
nearly 3 per cent. Enrollments in grades K-8 in all regular nonpublic day
schools will decrease by 100,000 students per year, from 3.6-million in 1973
to' 0-million in 1979. The National Center for Educational Statistics pre-
dicts, over-all, that enrollments in grades K-12 in the nonpublic sector will
shrink from 4.6-million in 1975 to 4.2-million in 1983, with further declines
likely as elementary children move into the upper grades. And these
figures do not take into account regional or local variations. For example,
the New York State Department of Education forecasts a 31 per cent
decline in the number of high school graduates from 1973 to 1990, with
almost all of the decline occurring between 1980 and 1990.

These figures illustrate that, even if the portion of the nation's children
attending nonpublic schools remains at its present level of 10 per cent,
there will be an absolute decline in enrollments in the long run. Shrewd
school heads, of course, have studied the demographic features of their
communities and strive to keep their schools' recruiting efforts as effective
as possible. They also attempt to keep their curricular programs current
and competitive. Rising or even steady enrollment, with little lowering of
entrance requirements, helps mitigate faculty insecurity even fear
about the future.

'Two other external factors are significant in the growth of unions. The
presence of supportive government legislation like the National Labor
Relations Act and the efforts of aggressive unions are important stimulants
to faculty organization.

Unions are losing their uniqueness in education; they are becoming
respectable. The cigar-smoking union boss is fast disappearing. Most fac-
ulty members encounter their first union representative at a professional
teachers' association meeting. In New York and Philadelphia, strong labor
cities, representatives of the American Federation of Teachers directly
recruited Catholic school teachers into forming union locals. These union
representatives were themselves teachers who understood, and could play
on, tht: fears and desires of nonpublic school people. One independent
school head has reported that organizers of both the American Federation
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of Teachers and its chief rival, the National Education Association, are
present at every state conference his faculty attends as well as at the annual
meetings sponsored by the regional independent school association.
Union organizers are white-collar profe4sionals. They speak openly and
with conviction, even though they are apt to confine themselves to a
low-pressure question-and-answer style. And they are interested in
recruiting in the nonpublic sector. Albert Shanker, president of the Amer-
ican Federation of Teachers, put it quite bluntly in an editorial in the
December 1975January 1976 issue of The independent School Teacher:
"Independent school teachers have lived too long in a world apart. They
are beginning to sense that all is not as it should be behind the wrought-
iron gates and heraldic trappings. The question they must ask now is
whether they will waste their time in collective begging exercises or take the
plunge into real collective bargaining. There really isn't any other choice"
(p. 17)

For these reasons, it is unlikely that a school head could isolate the faculty
from union advocates. Such a tactic would have about as much success as
keeping children from ever seeing violence on television. There are more
effective ways for administrators to counter the causes of faculty union-
ization, as we shall see later.

Institutional causes

The causes of teacher unionism that originate externally explain thegeneral
tendency to form unions, but they don't explain why certain institutions
and certain individuals are prone to unionize. Thus, while the National
Labor Relations Act is the most supportive bargaining law in existence, few
of the private schools, colleges, and universities it covers have faculty
unions.

Studies of higher education and of public school systems reveal that
"high quality" institutions high admissions standards, well funded,
older and well established, small, relatively free of external control are
less likely to have unions. A tradition of strong faculty participation in
governance is another fai!tor that retards union growth. Of course, the fact
that a faculty curriculum committee has substantial and continuing influ-
ence in a school's academic program does not guarantee that a union will
never surface. A dramatic change in pay scales or the dismissal of faculty
members may be enough to offset those elements that appear to contribute
to the absence of a union. .

Unions usually don't r.icvelop slowly, however; they more often appear
overnight, like musnrooms. The catalyst for their rapid growth is almost
always a serious internal problem. For example, of the handful of inde-
pendent schools that have faculty unions, nearly all of them experienced
rapid union growth after the administration acted precipitously and dra-
matically to remedy a serious problem. The sudden dismissal of faculty
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members, the intrusion of a board member in faculty salary discussions,
and a substantial increase in class size over the summer are three examples
of such action. More often than not, the school head, often at the instigation
of the board, was panicked into making such sudden decisions. These
decisions may have been perfectly reasonable and necessary, but they
came across to the faculty -7 the backbone of any educational institution
as illustrations of administrative arbitrariness. Such reasons as "clearing
out the deadwood," "keeping the doors open," or "getting maximum
mileage out of the instructional staff" just aren't very persuasive. (For a
particularly illuminating, and quite common, series of events leading up to
the election of a faculty union, see "Teachers at Minnesota's Breck School
Unionize with AFT; Many Cite New Head as CauseWant Grievance
Procedure," in the December 1975January 1976 issue of The Independent
School Teacher.) A recent Stanford University Study clearly showed that the
more a tiicultv member trusts the administration, the less heor she desires a union.
Of those having low trust, 51 per cent of a random sample of faculty
members wanted to unionize; among those having high trust, only 20 per
cent urged collective bargaining at their institution.

Of course, just because a faculty group has little trust in a school head
and his cIr her administration doesn't mean that a union will appear. The
faculty may have no opportunity to unionize because the school is too small
to be included under the National Labor Relations Act and there is no
applicable state law. But even if a formal union isn't forthcoming, a large
percentage of malcontents makes administration difficult and compro-
mises the educational potential of the school. To the extent that a collec-
tive-bargaining agreement establishes mechanisms . for channeling and
resolving conflict, a unionized school might be preferable to one where
pent-up emotions and long-standing grievances and resentments charac-
terize administration-staff relations.

Individual causes

The decision to join a union is a personal one. Some people would not join
a union even under the most distressing circumstances. Others are inclined
to embrace a union as a matter of principle. A number of individual
characteristics have been identified that correlate with the desire to join a
union. (It is important to note that "correlation" is not the same as
"cause.") So, just because a faculty is composed of teachers who have some
or all of these characteristics, it doesn't mean that they are necessarily
union-joiners. But, assuming that all other things are equal, these four
traits seem to be associated with pro-union sentiment: (1) lower level of
formal education, (2) training and teaching in humanities or social science,
(3) low rank or status within the school, and (4) youngunder fortyand
male. When these characteristics are combined with little trust in the
administration, a limited degree of faculty influence in deci,' n-making,
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and a triggering event such as administrative action that has all the ear-
marks of arbi frariness, the situation is. ripe_for_a faculty- union,belt de-jure
(under a labor law) or de facto (the existence of a powerful group of
dissidents).

Is unionization inevitable?

It should be obvious by this point that unionization is not inevitable. While
school heads and trustees have limited influence over such harsh external
pressures as the decline in numbers of school-age children, they do retain
substantial influence over institutional practices and procedures. What can
administrators do to prevent the rise of a faculty union? While the following
steps do not answer every question, they do cover those institutional
situations that are most directly associated with faculty militancy.

First, it is essential for the school head to see that channels of communication
are open and uncluttered. He or she should promote open discussion, even of
painful subjects, in order to minimize rumor and gossip. Since most
faculties are composed of well-educated professionals, only the most
stubborn will cling to a previous position even when confronted with facts
to the contrar,.

Second, the mystery of institutional decision-making should be removed. Who
decides what, and why? To the extent that the school head functions as a
political strategist, he or she manages the conflict among groups that is
natural to educational institutions. Managing such conflict involves pre-
venting what might be termed "jurisdictional extension," that is, invasion
by one constituency of another group's decision-making territoryas, for
example, when alumni want to control the school's athletic policy, the
board wishes to make curricular decisions, or the faculty wants to dictate
the investment policies of the board. Since the school head is "in the
middle," he or she has a unique opportunity to promoteeven to insist
ona clarification of roles so that everyone understands how the school
functions and what each person's role in that process is.

Third, the school head should try to involve traditional faculty governance
bodies in important decision-making. In most schools, the faculty is given some
say in determining teaching strategies and curriculum development. In a
good many schools, the faculty may comment on faculty salaries, fringe
benefits, and long-range planning. When financial exigency threatens a
change in the economic-reward system or a dramatic reordering of the
curriculum, the school head ought to invite the faculty or its representa-
tives to present their views, but at the same time indicating that authority
for making the final decision rests with the school head or the board of
trustees. One school head noted that meetings between faculty represen-
tatives and board members over salary issues at his school were useful until
the faculty representatives reported back to the full faculty. Inevitably, the
views of the board were colored, and some members of the faculty turned
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against the trustees. Such sudden setbacks are common and can easily be
remedied. -For example both-sides-eart-agree-on-a-coini now`imemoran-du m
of understanding" detailing the substance of the sessions, or one repre-
sentative can appear at the full meeting of the other constituency to make
distortions less likely to occur or be quickly countered, should they arise. In
any event, those who are asked to participate in making a difficult deci-
sion or are even informed in detail about the reasons for such a deci-
sion are far less likely to rebel than those whose actions are ruled by
misinformation or total lack of information. This is not to imply that faculty
members should serve on all trustee and administrative committees or on
the hoard itself. They are basically employees; their participation in other
than advisory groups could present a clear conflict of interest. In fact, once
unionization takes place, faculty members are not allowed to serve in this
capacity when wages, hours, and other 13Srgainable conditions of work are
involved. When bargaining, they can sit on only one side of the table the
employ ee side.

Fourth, given the significance of job security as a cause of unionization,
oistitutioirtil policies relating to hiring, cTaluation, rehiring, dismissal, and/or
tenure mint be effectively developed and clearly announced. Because of the
obvious significance to the faculty of these kinds of decisions, their repre-
sentatives ought to be a part of the group that develops such policies. No
school head, much less a trustee, no matter how well educated, can
command the nuances of the various disciplines that compose today's
school curriculum. Only department heads have the expertise to develop,
together with the administrative staff, the professionally related criteria
that must he part of well- constructed personnel policy. What constitutes
adequate grounds for disciplinary dismissal? On what basis is a faculty
member's contract not renewable? Why is a certain faculty member not
given tenure? (For a discussion of tenure in the independent school setting,
see the sample personnel policy in Appendix B.) If retrenchment must take
place, how will reductions in the faculty be made? A vague answer or no
answer at all to these questions (which are sure to arise within most
faculties these days) may be interpreted as arbitrary or ineffectual admin-
istrative judgment. As one commentator on unionization in Catholic
schools has noted, "If unions have been slow to develop in Catholic
schools, their future must certainly be assured in those schools, parishes,
and diocese,, where there are no well- formulated personnel practices or
where such personnel practices are cavalierly violated and ignored"
(Negotiations in Catholic Schools, Washington, D.C.: National Catholic Edu-
cational Association, 1974, p. 12). Because of the posi,.ble involvement of
such external agencies as the National Labor Relations Board and civil-
rights agencies, personnel policies can no longer safely be the prerogative
of the administration and hoard. To ensure relatively peaceful operation in
difficult timcs, a comprehensive personnel policy needs to be developed
and mai n tamed 21
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Fifth, school heads should avoid overt expressions of anti-union bias (before a
bargaining election is scheduled, indeed before a union even seeks to
represent the faculty; for suggested administrative actions after an election
has been scheduled, see Appendix A). There is mounting evidence that
speaking out against unions contributes to their growth. Instead of taking a
negative stance, the administration would probably be wiser to convince
the faculty, by its actions, that a union is not in the faculty's best interest.
This does not mean adopting a policy of appeasement. Where malcontents
are clearly out of line, they should he so notified and reprimanded. What-
ever action is taken ought to he as principled as possible and in accord with
clearly announced institutional practices and procedures.

If school administrators do all these things, how certain can they be that a
union will not become the exclusive representative of their faculty? Unfor-
tunately, there are no guarantees. Assuming that a substantial majority of
the faculty is not yet committed to a union and that external forces and
internal school pressures are not insurmountable, chances of success
appear to he reasonable.' Several instances in colleges and universities and
at least one undocumented case in an independent secondary school show
that timely administrative action has forestalled a union takeover. Even
though a union drive may have been blunted, the school head must not
allow staff or board to be lulled into a false sense of security. The drive to
form a union can quickly be revived even by minor repetition of the events
that first triggered it. (Under the National Labor Relations Act, a defeated
union cannot petition for another election for 12 monthsthe so-called
"election bar" rule. It is naive, however, to expect a union to stop its
organization drive after one defeat.) One school head has said that his
faculty pro-union group could quickly swing into action if communication
should again break down within the school, for they are "quite well
organized, quite sophisticated, and they have the capability of being
extraordinarily militant." One of the most effective yet little-realized forces
fer controlling unionization and for shaping the outcomes of the collec-
tive- bargaining process after a union has been chosen is the conduct" of the
school (idnunistration.

lOne commentator notes that, where pro-union sentiment is strong, it rarely helps to
stave otf unionism by "buying out," that is, by Improving conditions of employment in an
effort to dampen faculty interest in bargaining. Such a policy is not only costly; it also "raises
the floor" for union demands. Thus, where unionization is inevitable, administrators are
probably better off preparing for an election and the first round of bargaining rather than
trying to appease a faculty whose collective mind is already made up. For further comments
on strategy, see Caesar J. Naples, "Management at the Bargaining Table," in Faculty
Collative Bargaining. A Chronicle of Higher Education Handbook (Washington, D.C.: The
Chronicle of Higher Education, 1976). Naples, a lawyer and assistant vice chancellor for
employee relations at the State University of New York, participates in bargaining sessions
with the faculty union.
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4
Collective Bargaining as a
Decision-Making Process

Frequently, one hears that "it isn't professional to be adversaries." The
industrial model of labor relations, it is said, is not suited to education. A
new model must be found that emphasizes the collegial relation between
teachers and administrators. And so, like those who once endlessly
searched for the fountain of youth, some people today keep trying to
devise the "new model."

Unfortunately, many who deplore the adversary character of industrial
labor relations really don't understand the nature of collective bargaining
as a decision-making process. They ignore the fact that a "we-they" rela-
tion is an a priori condition for the appearance of a union, and that
bargaining over a contract is, by definition, a process of give.and take. It
may help to think of the collective-bargaining process as having three
distinct stages, each with unique characteristics: (1) the drive to elect a
union, (2) negotiation of the contract, and (3) administration of the ratified
contract.

The three stages of collective bargaining

The unionization stage involves competition among employee groups seek-
ing to unionize and those seeking to preserve the status quo. Sometimes
employees become disenchanted with their union and seek a "decertifica-
tion" election to terminate it or replace it with another bargaining agent. In
any case, this stage is highly political as groups struggle against one
another for the prize of being the exclusive representative of the employees
for purposes of bargaining (not necessarily for all purposes).
- The contract-negotiation stage has a similarly political character, but at
this point most of the conflict occurs between the bargaining agent and
the employer's representatives at the bargaining table, with demands,
threats, offers, counteroffers, and perhaps even a strike and lockout. In
short, this is a power struggle between two groups having essentially
differing views about wages, hours, and other terms and conditions of
employment. Regardless of the type of employee group or the nature of
the institution, this stage of collective bargaining almost always has four
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basic characteristics: (1) It is bilateral between employer and employees;
(2) it is essentially a power play between these two interest groups; (3) the
parties initially take polar positions on bargaining issues; and (4) it is
adversary "we-they" in tone.

The contract-administration stage is, by contrast, a peaceful, bureaucratic
process, even though the operation of the grievance system reveals the
presence of underlying conflict. However, the very fact that this system
does operate gives assurance that most conflicts will be resolved, either
by the parties themselves or by neutral third parties, while the school or
business functions normally. Contract administration rationalizes organ-
izational governance: it defines the role the parties are to play in the
organization, it makes predictable and hence legitimizes the actions of
employers and employees, and it provides a means of channeling and
resolving conflict. It also highlights weaknesses in the contract. Since
some matters may not be clearly spelled out, and others may not be
mentioned at all, the parties come to the next round of negotiations with
plans to make the contract more specific. This tendency toward specificity
is one very strong argument against incorporating a faculty-evaluation
policy in the contract, for, given the abstract nature of the teaching-
learning-counseling process, no evaluation scheme is likely to measure
up to the demand for specificity. What reasons for nonrenewal of a
teacher's contract would meet the test of specificity and be convincing to
an outsider? The list is short.

As a result of their experience with contract administration, the parties
may also seek to expand the next contract to cover unforeseen events
("contingency planning") or to curtail its coverage of certain matters. A
good example of the latter situation occurred at the City Colleges of
Chicago, a system of seven urban community colleges. The central
administration discovered, to its horror, that it had agreed in the first
contract to seek the union's consent before making any change in past
practice pertaining to conditions of employment at any of the institutions
within the system. Later, the contract was renegotiated to read any
"uniform, systemwide" policy change, thus allowing each local admin-
istrator to make day-to-day policy changes needed to operate his partic-
ular campus.

Other forces that cause contracts to expand over time include weak or
inexperienced bargainers representing management, legal decisions
about the scope of bargaining, ineffectual traditional bodies or proce-
dures to serve the needs of employees, external factors such as inflation
and unemployment, and, most important, aggressive unions. It must be
remembered that a union as an employee interest group is a political entity. Its
members expect the union to convey benefits in return for the dues they
pay. Its leaders, elected democratically, wish to retain their positions and
will continually assert the power and achievements of the union and
highlight the shortcomings of Like any organized interest
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group, a union simply cannot afford to rest on its laurels and allow its
visibility to decline during a multi-year contract. Also, if weak and/or new
unions are to grow, they must be aggressive in backing grievances and
expanding contractual benefits. For these reasons, the collective-bar-
gaining process is often accurately portrayed as a never-ending quest for
"more."

To the extent that the causes that bring unions about are similar, there
may be some truth to the assertion that all unions work for the same goals
and thus achieve similar results. But let us not forget that unions serve
many diverse groups, including professional employees, in widely dif-
fering institutional settings. Each of these groups has a special set of
needs. Depending on how unions serve them, the results of the bargain-
ing process will differ from group to group. Thus, both external condi-
tions and the internal characteristics of the institution and its employees
have a great impact on what results the collective-bargaining process
produces. Other factors that shape the outcomes of the bargaining
process once a union election is scheduled are discussed in greater detail
below.

Critical factors that shape the bargaining process

Once a law permits collective bargaining and a large number of faculty
members express interest in an election, several important questions
need to be considered before likely consequences of bargaining at a
particular institution can be assessed. Since these questions are largely
sequential, the answer to one question can affect the next.

1. The first question involves the geographic extent and composition of the
bargaining unit. Since independent schools are usually single-campus
institutions, geographic extent presents no problem. For nonpublic
schools that are part of a system, the matter is more complex. For exam-
ple, within a Catholic diocese, will the bargaining unit be limited to some
schools or include all? Generally, labor boards that must decide this
question prefer the largest reasonable unit so that the employer cannot be
"whipsawed" by many different unions. In deciding the composition of
the unit, the question for independent schools 'centers on whether non-
teaching personnel (such as librarians and counselors) and department
chairmen and deans ought to be included with the teaching faculty. The
resolution of this issue is important. It is harder for the union that has a
widely diversified membership to satisfy the needs of every element. In
the industrial sector, it is sometimes harder to negotiate with one's own
side than with the opposition. Diverse membership forces union leaders
to spend inordinate amounts of time negotiating internally to keep the,
membership stable. When unions are first formed, this is likely to be an
acute problem, even with a homogeneous membership, for employees
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expect results from bargaining that no union leadership can provide. As
one former union official at Breck School (Minn.) said, "It's a brand new
experience on both sides. Many of the union members, frankly, have an
unrealistic view of many of these contract items. It's going to take a long
time to decide what's significant and what isn't" (The Independent School
Teacher, December 1975January 1976, p. 15). So, unless union leaders
can educate and control the membership, shrewd administrative bar-
gainers intent on preventing the union from running away with the
school may panic a fledgling union into making decisions that are detri-
mental to its members.

Deciding the composition of the union can create problems for the
administration as well. For example, department chairmen often perform
many administrative duties, but they are often included in the union. This
was the initial decision by the state labor board at Breck; later, after the
administration petitioned the National Labor Relations Board to assert
jurisdiction, the regional director of the NLRB declared that department
chairmen, together with several other nonteaching employees, were ineli-
gible for union membership because they were on the administrative staff.
Generally, the NLRB has determined that chairmen are not supervisors
and should be included in the bargaining unit unless the administration
can prove otherwise. If such employees are considered part of the teaching
faculty, they will most likely cease to be effective spokesmen for manage-
ment. This has serious implications, for often department chairmen as
first-line supervisors have important influence on the attitude and per-
formance of the classroom teacher. Their inclusion in the bargaining unit
may well force it school head to add a new layer of administrative staff or to
ask those administrators not in the bargaining unit to assume greater
administrative burdens.

Once the union has met the prescribed "showing of interest" require-
ment (30 per cent of the employees, under federal rules) to warrant sched-
uling an election, both sides may discuss the nature of the bargaining unit
before the labor board. It is important for the administration to concern
itself with this issue, since its long-term consequences can be great. And
once the nature of the unit has been decided, chances of its being changed
are remote.

2. Once the bargaining-unit question is resolved, the next issue involves
the idennto of the bargaining agent. A nonaffiliated faculty association must
be totally independent of the institution to qualify as a bargaining agent. In
some ways, an independent group is preferable to one that is affiliated with
the American Federation of Teachers, the National Education Association,
or outside unions that normally represent industrial employees but are
looking at organizational opportunities in education, since the national
union is strongly inclined to control the bargaining process. Quite simply, a
school-based union is more familiar with the nuances of the independent
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school and is probably easier to deal with than one that has the prepared
handouts and rhetoric to match a national teacher,' union. Presumably,
many independent school taculties will come to a similar conclusion, As
one pro-union faculty member in an independent school e\periencing
labor difficulties observes, "Our organization is viewed as a 'homegrown'
group to meet 'homegrown' needs. The faculty in general would be very
uncomfortable joining up with state or national associations."

Whether the identity of the bargaining agent really makes any dif-
terence, in the long run, to the outcomes of the bargaining process is
another matter. FA idence from comprehensive contract analysis in higher
education indicates little difference in contracts negotiated by different
agents

3. How do umon-cecuntv agrconott:, affect bargaining' It is important to
understand what union-security agreements are because they have great
influence on the union's strength and its ability to act responsibly. Union-
security agreements are means by which unions can eliminate "free
rider," those who enjoy the collective benefits without paving for them.
There are several forms of agreement.

a. :l dosed ,hop requires that the employee join the union as a
condition of employment and that he remain a member after
being hired. The closed shop is now generally illegal.

b A town ,hop requires that the employee join the union within a
specified time after being hired. Over 60 per cunt of industrial
contracts contain union-shop provisions.

c. A loottemini e of membel:Mtp requires that, once the employee
loins a union, he must remain a member as a condition of
employment. There is no requirement for him to join the
union, though maintenance-of-membership stipulations often
coevst vitl-r the union shop.

d. lit agent v ,Itop requires that the employee, whether he belongs
to the union or not, pay fees to the union equal to the union
initiation fee, periodic dues, and general assessments.

While permitted as negotiable items br the National Labor Relations Act,
union-security provisions are not allowed by most states, but pressure is
growing to permit them. ;Most states do, however, allow a quite common
form of union security called the "dues checkoff," which is the deduction of
union dues from the employee's wages. Benefits of the dues checkoff are
twofold: the union doesn't have to play the role of bill collector, and the
employer knows the union's strength. While union-security agreements
require that employees pay their fair share of collective-bargaining costs (at
the State University of New York, annual dues in 1974 were 1 per cent of
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gross salary, up to a maximum of $200) and also help take the union
leaders' eyes oft the membership rolls and the bank balance, they also build
up the union's strength at the expense of some dues-payers who would
prefer not to contribute as a matter of principle. Most disturbingly, a
union-shop-like requirement means that all employees in the unit must
either loin or support the union, or be fired. Since this requirement also
applies to those who are tenured, it is a potent argument for an adminis-
tration that tvishes to campaign against faculty unionization. There are
many other arguments for and against the union-security agreement that
cannot be covered here. A school head ought to explore this matter care-
fully with legal counsel before it surfaces in negotiations with a union.

4 It'liat is the wipe of l'arNammg? Like union-security agreements, the
scope-of-bargaining issue has two sides, but it has far greater conse-
quences for the outcomes of bargaining. Most administrators prefer to keep
the scope narrowly confined to economic issues, while union officials
prefer a wide scope of bargaining that enables them to satisfy the varying
needs ot their members.

Until recently, the National Labor Relations Act was the only statute
governing the scope of bargaining, stating that "bargaining shall he over
wages, hours, and other terms and conditions of employment." From dos
one sentence, the National Labor Relations Board has determined over the
t ears that there are two kinds of bargamable issues. The first is mandatory
subrivts otbar,,:iiinni,t;, covered by the phrase "wages, hours, and other terms
and conditions of employment." Such subjects are primarily economic and
must be negotiated if one party so desires. The second issue is permissive
subtexts rt bargaining subjects not covered by that phrase but not illegal.
I- Jere, the parties may bargain over these issues only if both sides wish to do
so. Internal union affairs, the selection of administrators, and the goals of
the organisation are in this category. It is illegal to use economic weapons to
compel the other side to bargain over these matters. The NLRB has deter-
mined (generally not through education cases,' although there is no reason

In recent bargaining talks, the tacult union at St. John's liniversiti (N.Y.) sought to
inLlude in the Lontract a number ot items related to campus governance, taculty particiN-
bon in the eleLhon ot deans, tar ulty representation on the board ot trustees, and a statement
ot criteria tot-selection ot administrators In a decision dated February 20, 1975, the regional
direr for ot the N1 RB ruled that these proposals were not mandatory subjects ot bargaining
bemuse thei, war erned "managerial rights and prerogatives and not terms and conditions
ot emploL ment Hr said that these demands were apparently designed "to give unit
emploi.ees some Lontrol ON er the selection ot high management officials to insure appoint-
ments agreeable to unit emplo yes" (I he 1 ine Digest, July 1975, p, 8h) Even though
this tea, o ruling ot a regional director, and not of the tull NLRB itself, the rationale was
endorsed In the general Lounsel ot the NI RB in his Quarletht Rrport (June 20, 1975) The
general L (wrist!! added that membership bra bargaining unit emplo co on the Board of

rosters «ould create a Lonthrt of interest his status as a trustee and an employee."



to believe that it will apply different standards to schools) that the following
issues are to be included on the list of mandatory topics.

b.

Grievance procedures
Hours and work-hour

schedules
Contracting work with

outside agencies
Pension and retirement terms
Insurance (life, medical,

dental, etc.)
Reimbursement of tuition for

continuing education
Sick leave
Holidays
Employer business

procedures (payroll, etc.)

Procedures for discipline,
removal, resignation of
employees

Agency shop (service fee)
Dues checkoff
Maintenance of membership
Impact of retrenchment
Wages, salaries, merit pay,

etc.
Assignment to and wages for

extracurricular activities
Management-rights clause
Safety rules

A recent study of 14 states where decisions about the scope of bargaining
have been reached shows some areas of agreement on what is a mandatory
topic of negotiation and what is not, although a good deal of diversity of
view remains. Generally, the decisions show the following trend.

Aftuititz tory

Wages and hours
Grievance procedures
Probationary periods of

employment
Promotion procedures
Methods of teacher

evaluation
Methods of teacher removal

Permissive
Institutional missions and

program
Level of program funding
Hiring of employees
Discharge of employees
Supervision of employees
Job assignment
Conditions of employment

for nonunit members
Size of work force
Standards of service
Standards of recruitment

The greatest disagreement centers on items related to class size, prepa-
ration time for teachers, selection of textbooks, and the school calendar.
The impact on conditions of work of many decisions by management, includ-
ing retrenchment, is gaining ground as a mandatory topic of bargaining in
both federal and state rulings. This has special significance. For example,
while an administration may not have to bargain over the right to curtail a

He noted the same conflict ot interest arising from employee participation in the selection
and evaluation ot administrators. See The College Law Ehgest, September 1975, p. 100.
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program, it may be forced to bargain over the impact such termination will
have on employees.

Obviously, the list of mandatory topics of bargaining in both state and
federal areas is long and will grow longer as time passes. Most disturbing
for independent schools, perhaps, are the implications of applying man-
datory items of bargaining determined in other than independent school,
Or even educational, settings. But let us not forget that all of these items do
trot have to be included in a contract; bargaining is a process of give and
take Thus, a long list of mandatory items placed on the table by the union
will give management an opportunity to work out a series of tradeoffs: "If
you want higher salaries, then you will have to reduce or eliminate your
demands for . ." In any case, the bargaining process is complex; the
presence of a labor lawyer, preferably one haying experience in academic
bargaining, is essential at both planning sessions and bargaining talks.

5. What sanction, can one party apply against the other? This question has an
obvious impact, not only on the outcomes of bargaining, but also on the
educational environment itself. In private industry, such economic weap-
ons as the employer's lockout and the employees' strike or slowdown are
traditionally central to successful bargaining, on the assumption that these
weapons are necessary to compel the parties to bargain seriously toward
agreement. Regardless of the pros and cons of the use of economic weap-
onry in educational negotiations, for independent schools as much as for
their faculties, the use of the strike and lockout may mean the difference
between continued operation and going out of business. Few schools could
withstand the long-term internal repercussions such a breakdown in
communication would create, or the external damage to the institution's
reputation among prospective students and their parents. More than
almost all other institutions, the school, particularly the independent
school, needs alternatives for settling such disputes. They may find it in
mediation, fact-finding, and: or atIntnition. Third-party intervention of this
type is increasingly favored today in settling potentially disruptive disputes
over the negotiation of new contracts.

Unions and professionalism

One troubling issue, as vet unresolved, involves the extent to which a
union can serve the professional interests of teachers as distinguished from
their economic interests. While unions can bargain over such items as merit
pay, sabbaticals, and other professionally related benefits, such benefits
are individual. To what extent can unions enfranchise their members with
respect to school decision making? In his Independent School Teacher edito-
rial in the December 1975 January 1976 issue, Albert Shanker, president of
the American Federation of Teachers, said, "A union can provide an
opportunity for professionals to participate in decisions affecting their
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professional lives without fear of intimidation and with the full sanction of
law" (p 17). Insofar as unions promote the development of deliberative
forums at schools where the have never existed or have been ineffectual,
unions may indeed perform this role. What is critical to note, however, is
that the union as an emploe Mei est group cannot itself be a delibetatiiv body
when' administrators, teacheis, nonteaching professionals cart deliberate two
'natters Leland to the educational protesston. Thus, potentially serious issues
develop when unions decide, in the words of one independent school
union leader, to "begin commenting on and trying to implement curricu-
lum proposals." Because union membership is often low and because
unions exclude department chairmen (sometimes) and administrators (all
the time), they eliminate the influence that many people ought, by the
nature of their training and experience, to exert in deliberations over
academic policy Nor can unions as democratic organizations accommo-
date such important differences of status as seniority, special skills, Or rank,
which are inherent in the educational profession

Since most public and nonpublic secondary and elementary schools
have never had an effective collegial-governance system and look to the
union to help provide it, unions may bargain for greater faculty participa-
hon in institutional decision-making. Where unions themselves become
the vehicles for such involvement, however, the cause of academic pro-
fessionalism is not well served. If they seek to establish new deliberative
forums where administrators and faculty members can meet to formulate
academic policy, they hi/ serve the cause of academic professionalism. Yet
to be determined, however, is whether faculty members who are also
dues-paving union members can effectively switch hats when they serve as
academic professionals in a nonunion setting One independent school
faculty member active in union affairs believes that they can: "We have to
do it all the time anvwav because of our small size."

In any case, the responsibility of the school head as educational states-
man is clear. Traditional governance mechanisms may have to be altered so
that a faculty that now plays a strong role in institutional decision-making
will not turn to a union on this account. Where the faculty has not played
such a role, the school head would he well advised to refuse to allow the
union to bargain over academic policy and how it is made. If the choice
comes down to agreeing with the union to establish a new deliberative
forum where nonunion members may participate and where status dif-
ferences are recognized, or agreeing with the union to let its leaders
participate directly in academic-policy deliberation, the school head should
clearly opt for the former. One always hopes that a joint administrative-
union decision to develop a new deliberative body will he a step toward
greater professional involvement in the affairs of the institution, not less. In
any case, the outcome at this point is by no means certain.
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5
Assessing the Consequences
of Faculty Bargaining

Having examined the origins and nature of unions and the collective-bar-
gaining process, we now shift to the consequences of bargaining. Are all
the strain and stress of forming a union and having it bargain with man-
agement worth the effort to the average faculty member? Answers are as
yet unclear, since so few independent and other nonpublic schools have
unionized. But from those that do have faculty unions, and from experi-
ence in public secondary and higher education, we are beginning to have
some idea of the positive and negative influences unions are likely to have
for their members and the institutions in which they work. One earlier
caution must again be emphasized: The outcomes of the bargaining process are
,greatly affected by the characteristics and needs of specific faculties and by the
characteristics of their schools. The following positive and negative factors
may be evident at some schools but not at others.

Positive aspects of faculty collective bargaining

Since economic factors are so important in bringing about unions, we must
ask to what extent unions satisfy the need for higher wages and fringe
benefits. The answer from higher education is not altogether clear. While at
least one study has shown that wages have risen faster at institutions
having faculty unions, other studies show"the opposite. At the secondary
level, the evidence is'clearer. Many school districts have quickly had to
increa'e faculty economic benefits in response to union demands, threats,
and strikes. Some have found increased remuneration an easy way to "buy
out" union demands for more control over working conditions, particu-
larly those related to academic policystudent-teacher ratio, class load,
school calendar, and so on Negotiations in Catholic Schools (Washington,
D.C.: National Catholic Educational Association, 1974) states:

Bargaining for Catholic school teachers has shown equally positive
results in salary raises and working conditions. Since 1964, salaries for
starting teachers in Philadelphia archdiocesan schools have risen from
$4200 to $7400. The average salary for the teacher in the unionized
diocesan high schools in Brooklyn in 1972 was $10,000. Although these
salary levels are still significantly below those of public school teachers in
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the same cities, they do illustrate the effect of collective negotiations on
salanes of Catholic school teachers. The same advances in improved

orking conditions are obvious in contracts negotiated for Catholic
school teachers; sick leave and personal days are specified; leiigth of
school day and sues of classes are regulated; teaching and supervisory
assignments are limited (pp. 3 -4).

However, increased economic benefits are only half the story. In the
industrial sector, collective bargaining has long been viewed primarily as a
means of preserving gains already achieved and of preventing labor's
underbidding, which is particularly likely in a buyer's market or in a time of
economic scarcity. Economic security, like job security, is important to the
growth of unions. In many instances, if not most, unionization occurs in
bad times, not good ones. Thus, preservation should not be overlooked in
assessing the goals and consequences of union bargaining.

While only a handful of independent schools have faculty unions, cor-
respondence with officials at those schools indicates that unions were able
to entice maximum dollars out of management, putting the burden on
administrative officers to show the limited ability of the institution to meet
teacher demands and still stay in business. At one school, teachers were
also able to secure the publication of a pay scale for teachers that everyone
knew about and understood. In fact, the publication of a pay scale may
become a common union demand in independent schools, since so many
faculty members are critical of the more discretionary (and therefore more
subject to abuse) merit system.

Job security is another major cause of faculty unions. Again, the evidence
from both higher and secondary education is that unions seek to secure
greater procedural safeguards by including this aspect of personnel deci-
sion-nuking in the contract and bringing it within the scope of the griev-
ance system. Where unions have succeeded in contractualizing the sub-
stantive criteria related to faculty evaluation, they have achieved the
equivalent of a tenure system. For this reason, school heads are strongly
advised to keep substantive criteria out of the contract unless they wish to
grant a tenure system. Obviously, by securing such benefits as a step plan
for salaries, due process for personnel decisions, a grievance system for
contesting management decisions, and similar procedures, unions curtail
the ability of administrators to act arbitrarily or even hastily. As three
authorities on collective bargaining in the industrial sector note, "Whether
the union influence is weak or strong, it will always tend to force manage-
ment to consider the probable consequences of its proposed decisions and
to adjust those decisions accordingly" (S. H. Schlichter, J. J. Healy, and
E. R. Livernash, The Impact of Collective Bargaining on Management, Wash-
ington, D.C.: Brookings Institute, 1960, p. 952). This should not necessarily
be viewed as curtailing the power of management to govern; in fact, it may
actually enable administrators to make difficult decisions more easily. For
example, a well-worded retrenchment provision will enable school heads
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to reduce the size of the work force in a rational manner, as in the case of
one independent school head who was able to have included in the
contract the right of the administration to institute mandatory review of
tenure after five years. In a report prepared for the Carnegie Commission
on Higher Education, Joseph W. Garbarino, an authority on academic
collective bargaining, comments, "Forms of productivity bargaining are
more likely to be achievable (under bargaining) since a faculty concession
on work load, for example, can be linked to higher pay or other benefits.
Faculties enjoy the protections of many well-established 'work rules' that
might be difficult to challenge directly through traditional procedures but
that might be changed as part of a bargaining package. Sophisticated
administrations may in the next decade be able to take advantage of these
characteristics of bargaining to make more changes more easily than they
could through traditional structures" (Faculty Bargaining: Change and
Conflict, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1975, p. 156). The key word here is

for turning bargaining with a faculty union into an
advantage without at the same time destroying school morale is a delicate
task. Only the most skilled administrators, with the continuing advice of
experienced labor counsel, will be able to deal fairly with unions and, at the
same time, strengthen the administration of the school.

Bargaining clearly increases the faculty's influence in governance. In
some cases, it is the first time faculty representatives have had an oppor-
tunity to consult with administrators about serious school problems. Even
the possibility of unionization may be enough to force an administration to
consult more often with faculty members. Aside from forcing the admin-
istration to recognize and deal with a faculty union, bargaining may
enfranchise a faculty by establishing joint faculty-administration commit-
tees to resolve difficult problems outside the bargaining arena. Or it may
establish a new faculty governance body. (Unfortunately, it may also
succeed in replacing previous deliberative bodies with a union committee
structure, a matter of serious concern, as we have already noted.)

Finally, bargaining inherently has the potential to manage conflict within
the institution. Hard times make conflict more likely to break out as painful
decisions have to be made. To the extent that a contract rationalizes and
legitimizes administrative action, it helps prevent conflict over "panic
decisions" reached without careful thought. And to the extent that a
contract provides an opportunity for challenges to administrative action
through the grievance system, it enables potentially explosive and disrup-
tive conflict to be channeled and resolved without unduly agitating the
school community. For this reason, collective bargaining has been
endorsed by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education (see its Gov-
ernance of Higher Education, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1973, p. 51) as a
means of stabilizing colleges and universities that are experiencing high
levels of conflict. A maturing collective-bargaining relationship may help
faculty leaders and administrators to work with one another within
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the constraints and realities of the independent school setting. Many
explosive situations may, in time, be avoided by a phone call between the
two respective leaders or through periodic union consultation sessions.

So far, of course, unions are new in much of American education, and
conflict has not been noticeably reduced. In time, however, a negotiated
contract may introduce the conflict-resolving mechanisms that are now
absent in most institutions. Once again, the imminence of unions may
force administrations to establish systems of conflict management within a
school prior to the election of a union. Insofar as such action represents an
employee benefit without the cost of a union, it ought to be explored.

Negative aspects of faculty collective bargaining

Academic bargaining carries with it many disturbing consequences as well
as po,itive ones. Unions traditionally serve the most disenchanted, who
are often the first to urge unionization, and who most often join the union
and thus establish its bargaining position. Not surprisingly, it is the disen-
franchised who receive the lion's share of benefits. Where other members
of a teaching faculty, such as "the old guard," refuse to join a faculty union,
they do not share in developing union policies, even though many union-
won benefits accrue naturally to them as members of the bargaining unit.
(Remember, the union must by law accord everyone in the bargaining unit
fair representation, even if he -or she is not a dues-paying member.) Others
who lose out as a result of collective bargaining include administrators,
who must now pay a different sort of attention to the consequences of their
actions and may even have to grant the faculty a larger role in institutional
decision-making; committees and agencies whose jurisdiction prior to the
union included advising on wages, hours, and other terms and conditions
of employment; and students wherever they have gained substantial
involvement in school governance. Since bargaining is a bilateral process,
there is no room for students. In fact, studies show that unions do not
usually place student interests ahead of those of their members, despite
rhetoric to the contrary (see F. R. Kemerer and J. V. Baldridge, Unions on
CampiN. .4 Nat/omit Study of the Consequences of Faculty Bargaining, San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1975, pp. 201-206). Actually, this is not surprising if
one Views a union as an employee interest group.

For the schools themselves, faculty unions may create new problems and
tensions, particularly during the first few years of contract negotiation and
administration. School heads accustomed to viewing faculty members as
colleagues willfind a distinct polarization setting in. Most school adminis-
trators have found that they must be diligent in seeing that the-contract is
fulfilled to the letter. This is particularly true where department chairmen,
often viewed as the front line of administrative influence, are themselves
bargaining-unit -members. One study of unionized community colleges
shows many presidents taking on a watchdog role over faculty members,
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thus promoting tension between faculty and administrators. One example
cited is the president's responsibility to supervise faculty sick leave and
make certain it is not abused. On the other hand, some administrators have
found new respect coming from their board members, who increasingly
view the unionized faculty as "the opposition." Since many, if not most,
independent school trustees come from the business world, the faculty is
almost certain to find that a union damages their relations with board
members, and, to a lesser extent, with upper-middle-class parents, who
are likely to have an anti-union bias.' However, students of high school age
may side with their unionized teachers, since so many of them are inclined
to be suspicious of authority. Whatever the reaction of students and
parents, reaction there will be. And whenever the school community is
balkanized into competing factions, the personal, individual setting of the
small independent school is damaged.

Another likely negative result of unionization is the disproportionate
power unions may wield in relation to their numbers. Since union leaders
know that the administration risks court action by dealing with nonun-
ionired groups, these groups often lose power. As formal interest groups,
unions are highly visible and vocal. Only the most confident administrative
strategist can avoid the temptation to overreact to union threats and
demands. To the extent that school officials pay greater attention to faculty
unions than their rhetoric warrants, they themselves contribute to the
tendency to grant unions disproportionate power over institutional
affairs.

One of the most disturbing consequences of unionization is the resulting
increase in bureaucracy. First are the complexities of the union itself; union
policies Must be governed by internal operating procedures. Second, bar-
gaining is a slow process, for both union and administration must carefully
consider their constituents. Third, after a contract is ratified, grievances
and changes in administrative policies usually involve the union and
require its consultation. The contract itself establishes new rules and pro-
cedures to be followed. Since a contract often requires that other docu-
ments be reworked substantially, it contributes to burgeoning bureaucracy
throughout the institution. As the contract grows more detailedas it is
bound to do over time more red tape is produced to complicate the
routine of school administration. Such complexity has a time as well as a
dollar cost. Orie independent school reported setting aside $20,000 for
contract negotiation alone. This figure is likely to balloon rapidly as new
staff members are hired to handle the details of contract administration
(particularly teacher evaluation and grievance-processing) and to prepare
for new rounds of negotiation (developing a data base for faculty salaries
and costing models for pricing out union demands). Other new costs
include attorneys' fees, registration fees for crash courses in the art of
contract negotiation and administration, and vastly increased duplicating
and record-keeping.
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Directly related to increased bureaucracy is the impact of a binding
contract on innovation and change. Will schools be able to make needed
innovations, even if this means a reduction in faculty numbers? Will the
procedural safeguards become so elaborate that they hamstring adminis-
trators' ability to make staff changes and other modifications related to
conditions of employment (student-teacher ratio, class size, class assign-
ments, extracurricular duties)? At this point, the answer is unclear. What is
clear is the potential administrators have for determining the ultimate
impact of faculty collective bargaining.

The strategic role of the administration

It may "seem odd to suggest that the administration can determine what the
union's legitimate interest should be, but in many instances the adminis-
tration is the otily entity, aside from the union itself, that is in a position to
do so. Faculty members have vested interests and do not always speak with
the best interest of the school at heart. Where unions are concerned, many
faculty members don't join, or, if they do join, they don't go to meetings.
Only a handful take the time and energy to help establish union policy, and
a union is thus often "captured" by the most discontented. The conse-
quences of minority rule can be disastrous for the school if the administra-
tion does not assert itself.

Unlike the faculty, administrators are relatively few in number and have
disproportionate control over school resources and power. They are in a
unique position to control a developing union where union membership is
low, traditional faculty governance mechanisms exist, and external pres-
sures are manageable. By dealing with unions fairly and carefully on
mandatory subjects of bargaining (generally economic), but insisting that
school governance is the prerogative of the administration (but not the
board) and nonunion deliberative agencies, administrators can avoid
contributing to the growth of a faculty union. (For a discussion of leader-
ship attributes needed for effective labor relations, see question B.6 in
Appendix A.)

If extreme economic pressures or pressures from meddling board
members tie a school administrator's hands, union power will grow.
School heads have a delicate task ahead: too much accommodation will
turn school management over to the union; too much heavy-handedness,
even if it results in destroying the faculty union, will so polarize the school
that it may become unmanageable. Hidden and pent-up conflict is disas-
trous to effective school functioning. In short, the ball is in the court of
school administrators. Only by educational statesmanship, political
expertise, and luck can they forestall the appearance of unions or, where
they are present, carefully control their role in school affairs. As always,
deeds speak louder than words.
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Appendix A
Questions and Answers

A. Unfair Labor Practices and Organizational Campaigns

1. What are the "unfair labor practice" provisions of the National Labor Rela-
tions Act? What happens if an administrator is accused of an unfair labor practice
during an organizational campaign?

The National Labor Relations Act contains a comprehensive list of unfair lab%
practices. Section 8(a) provides that it shall be an unfair labor practice for an
employer

a. to interfere with, restrain, or coerce employees in the exercise of the
rights guaranteed in the NLRA;

b. to dominate or interfere with the formation or administration of any
labor organization or contribute financial or other support to it;

c. to encourage or discourage membership in any labor organization by
discrimination in regard to hiring or tenure of employment or any
term or condition of employment;

d. to refuse to bargain collectively with the representatives of employees.

Through a series of decisions, the National Labor Relations Board has tried to
ensure that the period preceding the election of a bargaining agent be as closet() a
"laboratory setting" as possible. Thus, any conduct by an employer that appears
to be discriminatory or coercive may be challenged. Violation of any of these rules
or conditions by an employer may result in the NLRB's setting aside an election or
even reversing the results of an election in which the employees have elected riot
to be represented by a labor organization. State practice concerning both unfair
labor practices and the remedies for their violation is similar.

Because this area is so complex and is governed by technical restrictions, it is
essential that school heads and boards employ a labor lawyer who is familiar with
pertinent labor law to help avoid unfair labor practices and, at the same time, to
take advantage of those provisions and rulings that allow the employer to tell his
side of the story.

2. If a local faculty group comes to the school head's office and requests recog-
nition as the spokesman for the faculty on wages, hours, and other terms and
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conditions of employment, what should the school head do? What if the group
says it only wants to present the faculty position, not negotiate a contract?

Most commentators belie% e that a secret-ballot, govern ment-regulatedylection
is the tairest way for employees to choose union representation Unions are apt to
exaggerate the extent ot their support when confronting the employer with a stack
ot "authorization cards" purporting to show that the union has met, by a wide
margin, the required majority endorsement of employees in the bargaining unit.
As one labor lawyer has noted. the validity of such informal showing of support is
not %en: high Thus, where a faculty group seeks recognition as the exclusive
spokesman ot the taculty for wages, hours, and other terms and conditions of
employment, the best tactic for the school head is to acknowledge receipt of the
demand for recognition, refuse to so recognize the union (or even to view the
union's stack of au th onza t ion cards), and seek legal advice on how to proceed,

thia'rvt:f it the taculty elects a small group to talk to the school head about
salaries and benefits, not to barsani over them, the head may well be faced with an
entirely different situation one with which he or she might be well advised to
comply, in the interest of opening channels of communication. It is highly
important for the head to determine just what the intention of the faculty group is.
laving a witness present or writing and co-signing a statement of intent may be a

good idea When in doubt, the head should refuse (in a pleasant manner) to take
any action on the request until he or she has had time to study the request and
discuss its implications ith others in the school, on the board, and' or with legal
counsel

3. If the school head learns that some of the faculty are "talking up" unioniza-
tion, can he or she meet with them (1) to find out why they are doing so, and (2) to
try to discourage their efforts?

This is a very sensitive area because it tends to intrude on those "laboratory
conditions" deemed so important by most labor boards for a fair election. An
emploN er ns generally permitted to campaign against a union by speaking with
employees and writing to them. While an employer has the right of free speech,
he must be La retul what he says, for two reasons: (1) anti-union bias may provoke
employees to embrace a faculty union, and (2) anti-union bias may constitute an
untair labor practice, depending on the substance of what is said or written,
where it is communicated, and who communicates it. (Under most labor raws, a
school head is responsible for the actions of the administrative staff during an
organizational campaign This means that the head must work closely with the
statt to keep them informed about what they can and cannot do. It also means that
the head should be careful about talking candidly with department chairmen and
others it he or she belie% es that they may be lumped together with the faculty in a
bargaining unit

Generally, an employer's right to communicate includes asking employees to
attend meetings where the employer may speak to them during working hours
(except during the 24 hours preceding the election) about unions and collective
bargaining, comparing the school's salaries and benefits with those of ether
schools, explaining how unions are financed, and providing similar factual
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information some commentators maintain that the employer has an obligation to
campaign against a union on beha It ot other constituencies he or shy may rep. -

sent ihus, the school head may wish to devise a careful plan, including a
timetable, to attempt to &teat tacult unionisation. It should be noted, however,
that a negate o attitude toward the union may boomerang at the bargaining table
it the union is elected Such divisiveness makes constructive bargaining relations
hard to establish, at least at first. I hreatening employees, even indirectly, if they
ote for a union, or promising them special rewards if they don't, is usually

improper prai. tux, subject to challenge. Once again, the complexity of the pre-
bargaining setting is so great and the stakes are so high that experienced legal
counsel is essential But even it present, legal counsel cannot tell the school head
w hat strategy is in the best interest of the school. Only the head can decide that. In
short, the head has to he sensitive to the faculty, their needs, and his or her own
ultimate hope for maintaining or achieving productive administrative-faculty
relations

4. Can the school head keep nonemployee union organizers off the campus?

I his area ot the law is unsettled the rule seems to he that in the private setting
the emplo er may keep ott-campus union solicitors from school grounds, pro-
iJed the union has other means of reasonable access to employees. Obviously,

the situation at a hoarding school, where faculty members are for the most part
loLated on the campus proper, could present some real difficulties.

low ever, a newly instituted rule by the school against the distribution of union
materials 1.), nonemployee solicitors on school grounds and property might he
successtulk challenged it the school's administration and other types of organi-
sations are permitted to distribute literature or sell products to employees.

Where taco lty members themselx es are soliciting on behalf of union groups, the
school is probably limited to prohibiting such solicitation in classrooms and other
places considered "working areas." This does not apply, however, to a faculty
room, cafeteria, or parking lot.

time solicitation rules are usually highly suspect and often constitute grounds
for setting aside a union election, the expert advice of a labor lawyer is, once again,
es se n hal

5. Can the school head choose to deal with an independent body set up by an
anti-union faction of the faculty?

I he ansNer is generally no. such favoritism may constitute interference with
the formation ot a labor organisation by employees, particularly when another
gi oup on or ott campushas expressed an interest in competing in a union drive.

B. Negotiating and Administering a Union Contract

1. The school head is more concerned about the unionization of nonprofessional
maintenance staff than of the faculty. What are the significant differences
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between professional and nonprofessional personnel relations? What are the
implications' for the faculty?

For the most part, the law makes no distinction between types of employees or
institutions in the collective-bargaining process. Mandatory subjects of bargain-
ing, for example, are usually the same for all employees. Of course, some items
will have no relation at all to some employees and some organizations, and for
that reason they will not he bargained. The one exception to this similarity of
treatment concerns the nature of the bargaining unit. Most laws, including the
National Labor Relations Act, mandate separate units for professional employees
or allow them to "separate out" of units containing nonprofessionals. Under
section 9(b)1 of the NLRA, for example, it is stipulated that the National Labor
Relations Board shall not "decide that any unit is appropriate ... if such unit
includes both professional employees and employees who are not professional
employees unless a majority of such professional employees vote for inclusion in
such unit."

Negotiating a contract with nonprofessionals differ little from negotiating a
contract with professionals. The characteristics of -bargaining and contract
administration are the same. However, school heads can expect the bargaining
demands of nonprofessionals to differ considerably. They are much more inter-
ested in the traditional economic subjects of bargainingwages! hours, sick
days, fringe benefits. They are not as interested in such professional items as
sabbaticals, office space, tenure, and governance rights. Since everyone wants to
be part 01 the decision-making process in a school to some extent, however,
nonprofessional employees may want to be consulted about proposed changes
that attect their work life. In any case, they will probably take the traditional
approach of industrial workers: management has the prerogative to make
changes, and the union reserves the right to challenge them through the griev-
ance process.

Many schools will probably find a greater drive to unionize by nonprofessionals
than by professionals, simply because many of their counterparts in industry and
government are organized. Thus, schools can expect "patterned bargaining,"
should these groups unionize: nonprofessional employees will demand pay and
benefits equivalent to those accorded their counterparts outside of education.

The implications for a faculty-union movement are clear. One of the causes of
union growth in higher education is the effect that unions of nonprofessionals
have on doubting faculty members, many of whom, after watching nonprofes-
sionals benefit from the process, rapidly lose their reservations about unionizing
and collective bargaining Thus, administrators may be forced to advance faculty
salaries and benefits faster than intended in order to forestall 1 faculty union
movement. Educators everywhere are more and more inclined to compare their
wages and benefits with those of unionized nonprofessionals and openly ask why
they aren't compensated at least as well, if not substantially better.

2. What happens when negotiations with union representatives break down?

The adversary process 01 negotiating a contract sometimes grinds to a halt.
Neither side wants further meetings or conversations, considering them a waste
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ot time. When such blockage occurs, the parties are said to be "at impasse," which
has the same meaning in the private and the public sector, although different
procedures may he used in each for resolving such stalemates Under the National
Labor Relations Act, the sides are encouraged to use local or intrastate mediation
services unless the consequence's are substantially interstate in nature. In the
latter instance, the parties may draw on the services of the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service 1 he Tatt-Hartley Amendments (1947) to the NLRA outline
the part mediation is to play in the negotiation process. If one or both sides do not
wish mediation, thet, may use economic weapons: the lockout Or strike How-
ever, these weapons are more tamiliar in the industrial sector, there may be little
incentive for the administration tclose the school or for the faculty to strike for
benefits that are clearly beyond the capacity of the school to provide. The parties
may thus have greater incentive to invite a neutral third-party mediator to help
them reach a settlement. It is important to note that the mediator does not arrange
the settliiment but merely serves as a "communications catalyst" to promote
compromises where they seem likely and to toster general understanding and
corn mu flea tion

Alternatiyek the partie,, may decide to employ an arbitrator to settle the
dispute [he arbitrator listens to both sides, studies the issues, and then makes a
binding dec skin. As noted earlier, contract arbitration is increasingly favored as a
means ot settling impasses, despite a good deal ot criticism of this approach.

Under most state collective- bargaining statutes, the parties may not use eco-
nomic weaponry to resolve disputes Consequently, they must resolve impasses
by employing tact-tinders or mediators or by agreeing, as a last resort, to binding
arbitration in accordance vvith the provisions of the appropriate statute and
related court decisions.

For more details and general advice on preparing for and engaging in bargain-
ing, see David Kerr, "Preparation for Bargaining," and Ray A, Howe, "Dra-
matic Action ot Bargaining," in Terrence N Tice and Grate W. Holmes, eds.,
fait/IN Bargaining in the Set'enti6 (Ann Arbor: The Institute for Continuing Legal
Education, 1973), and I lerbert Schwartzman, "The Administrator's Approach to
Collective Bargaining," The Journal of College and Unitiosity Lan', Summer 1974.

For detailed intormation about fact-finding, -mediation, and arbitration to
resole impasses in public-sector bargaining with faculty unions, see Donald
Wollett and Robert I-I Chanin, The Lazo and Practice' of Teacher Negotiations
(Washington. D C : The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1970), Chapter 6.

Because this area ot collective bargaining is so extensively affected by the terms
ot the law and he court decisions interpreting these provisions, administrators are
urged to consult experienced legal counsel for more information before proceed-
ing. An untair labor practice charge can turn out to be prohibitively expensive
even it it is not ultimately successful.

3. Should administrators always simply react to union demands at the bargain-
ing table, or can they take the offensive?

The traditional approach has been for unions to present proposals and for
management to react. However, some administrators believe that they can con-
trol the bargaining process better if they take the initiative. This, assertion has
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validity, but much depends on the local situation. For example, at the first
bargaining session after a union has been selected, management may wish to
assume a low profile so as not to give the impression of being out to overwhelm
the fledgling union and thus provoke greater conflict than may already be pres,.'nt.

4. Which is preferablea weak union having few members, or a strong union in
which most of the faculty is enrolled?

There are two views on this subject. As noted in the discussion in the text,
union security, agency shops, and other forms of security arrangements force
employees to give financial support to the union. As one administrator notes, "I
sure as hell would want a say on how my $200 are spent." But many who do
support unions under this type of union-security arrangement do not in fact
become union members. Of those who do join, a large number rarely come to
union meetings and thus are not part of the union policy-making process. If
faculty members are content to let the most vocal rule the union, they have no
cause to complain about the results. Administrators, however, may prefer to have
most of the taculty involved in union matters because this forces the union to be
more responsive to the interests and concerns of the faculty as a whole and not
just to those of a distinct minority group.

On the other hand, a weak union is more vulnerable to competition from other
unions and also to an employee move to do away with it altogether. If the
administration wishes to defeat a union, it is clearly more apt to be able to do so
with a weak union than with a strong one. But if it has to live with a union
representing a distinct minority of employees until such time (if ever) as the union
is ousted, the short-range trauma may not be worth the long-range possibility
and it is on/ t/ a possibility, not a certainty In education, very few unions have ever
been ousted by their members in a decertification election, and, in almost all cases
where this has happened, a new union has been voted in to replace the old one.

So, to whatever extent the school's administration has any influence over the
situation, the answer is a matter of individual preference and depends greatly on
the particular circumstances.

5. Isn't it true that, once a union is in, the administrator's hands are tied?

Not at all. In fact, as we noted in the final section of the text, the give and take of
bargaining may make it far easier to arrange trade-offs, which make it easier for
school administrators to make tough decisions. Productivity bargaining, how-
ever, requires great skill and has not been evident in most negotiation sessions to
date (see questions C 2 and C.5, below). Administrators have not yet learned the
tremendous potential they have for controlling the outcomes of bargaining.

6. What techniques should an administrator learn in order to deal successfully
with factionalized employee groups and with unions?

['hese techniques do not really differ from those needed to administer a school
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successfully, although their degree of importance has shifted. Because collective
bargaining as a decision-making process is so political, the role of the school
administrator as a political strategist is highlighted Schools have always been
political in the sense that the values and goals of on-campus constituencies (board
members, faculty members, students, and staff) conflict to some degree with
those of ott-campus constituencies (parents, alumni, and others) Disagreement
also occasionally surfaces between and within constituencies both on and off
campus Thus, conflict in many schools has become commonplace School heads
increasingly find that effective assertion of their authority is governed by the
willingness of school constituencies to recognize it.

External conditions have recently increased conflict dramatically between lac-
ul ti members and administrators at many schools. In this politicized atmosphere,
the implications for leadership (and leadership training) are clear First of all,
leadership is ai twat/ Me school head who views himself as only a symbolic
figurehead is not likely to be very successful. Second, administrators must assert
themsehe,, in the following ways

a. Within the school's means, deal with the faculty union fairly and
carefully On economic matters and other issues considered manda-
tor% subjects of bargaining

El Clant governance roles. How are existing faculty committees to
relate to the union? How are hoard members to relate to the union?

Maintain a strong bargaining stance in order to restrict the expansion
of bargaining into areas traditionally reserved for deliberative forums
and or other groups, such as students and board committees.

LI Do not surrender control of the bargaining process to those who do
not ha% e the school head's responsibility for administering the school
or the head's knowledge of and experience with education in general.
Law' ers, labor-relations experts, and business-oriented board
members do not always understand all of the implications of the
issues discussed at the bargaining table, and they do not have to
administer the contract and live with the faculty. While they can
provide advice and are often indispensable, they should be consid-
ered as atiuNer,, not staff members. The school head who does not
hold the reins will still find that he or she is held responsible for the
consequences In short, the dehmhou of the head a, the MO operatins
OftlLer Of ,L /Wel ought to be matte very C./car at tile ouset of amortization.

e 'we that the staff as well as the lawyers and others brought in to assist
ith bargaining get complete and accurate infoimation about the

special nature of the independent school and the concomitant chal-
lenges that bargaining poses. Develop sophisticated data to use in
supporting or refuting bargaining issues. Keep outside groups and
the general public informed where necessary. In short, assert control
o% er the dissemination of information.

f Insist that students and parents be protected. Persistently advocating
student interests, articulating the institution's responsibilities to stu-
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dents, and assessing the impact of collective bargaining on educa-
tional services are prime obligations of administrators.

This last point highlights another technique school heads need in order to
maximize chances ot assimilating collective bargaining successfully into inde-
pendent school operation. School heads need to be educational statesmen as
never betore. The political image carries an unfortunate connotation that
"politics" means "dirty politics " Unless school heads are sincere in their asser-
tions and employ accepted techniques, their chances of success are compromised
Statesmanship also implies knowledge and vision about the future of the school. If
administrators serve as educational leaders, they fill a power vacuum that may
exi-t when highly vocal union leaders demand that faculty members withdraw
trom pre-existing deliberative forums. By refusing to give in to union demands for
direct access to educational decision-making, while at the same time encouraging
taculty members to work as professionals with administrators in developing
educational policy, school heads may find that faculty members can indeed
switch hats

7. You say that school heads should encourage faculty members to "work as
professionals with administrators." Doesn't the coexistence of such deliberative
forums with a faculty union violate the rights of the bargaining agent to be the
exclusive representative of the employees?

When deliberative forums are involved in matters directly related to mandatory
subjects ot bargaining, the answer is yes. A National Labor Relations Board
hearing examiner ruled in 1974 that the Argonne National Laboratory Senate was
not a labor organization under the federal law and therefore could not communi-
cate w ith administrators over employment conditions. As a result of his ruling,
the Argonne senate was left with the option of either limiting its activities to
strictly professional issues or converting into a union In June 1975, the NLRB
itself ruled that the Northeastern University Faculty Senate was not a labor
organization because it depended on the university for support and functioned
historically as a group of advisory committees that made recommendations to the
administration. The NLRB also rejected the contention of the university that the
faculty handbook was a contract and thus barred an election for a bargaining
agent under tedera! law. When asked what impact a union would have on the
continued existence ot the faculty senate and its advisory committees, the major-
ity refused to respond, but one member, while both concurring in and dissenting
from parts of the majority decision, did.

In my judgment this Board [NLRB I is statutorily required to apply the exclusive
representation principle to those colleges and universities Over which it asserts
jurisdiction. Undoubtedly, this will affect the ability of faculty members to utilize
existing governance structures in dealing with the administration over "rates ot
pay, %%ages, hours of employment, or other conditions of employment The
precise impact which selection of a bargaining representative will have upon such
existing structures, hol.% ever, is impossible to predict at this time. The representa-
tive may insist upon its right to be consulted exclusively with respect to all subjects
ot bargaining. On the other hand, the union may be willing to leave certain matters
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to emsting forums Presumably, such questions will be addressed at the bargaining
table In any event, I think it unwise for this Board, through continued silence on
the exclusive representation issue, to create the impression that selection of a
bargaining representative need not necessarily have an impact on existing gov-
ernance structures.

If this rationale were applied to independent schools, the operation of delib-
erative forums could he ended altogether (which would be unfortunate) or, more
likely, he confined to areas other than wages, hours, and other terms and condi-
tions of empkiyment. Areas identified as permissive topics of bargaining fall into
this category because they are normally matters of management prerogative that
mini he bargamable, if both sides agree. What is suggested here is that manage-
ment hesitate to consent to bargain over such issues as curriculum and grading
policy and also hesitate to refuse to allow deliberation of these matters in an arena
outside of bargaining. In short, if faculty members are allowed to work with
administrators on academic committees and in other ways outside of bargaining,
they will he le' likely to command their union leaders to negotiate these items.
the central and unanswered question remains: To what extent can those
faculty members (often a minority) who are dues- paving union members switch
hats when serving as professionals in deliberations on nonbargamable matters
with fellow academicians, Including administrators?

C. Assessing the Impact of Faculty Unionization on the Independent School

1. Aren't unions in education becoming unpopular?

Not with teachers and other members of the faculty. Teachers' unions have
never been popular with the general public and legislators However, there has,
until recentb,:, been grudging agreement that unions could help the underpaid,
overworked teacher improve his or her position. Today, with dramatic increases
in faculty salaries, the inconvenience of teacher strikes and slowdowns, the rise of
powerful teachers' unions, and particurarly the poor economic climate, opposi-
tion to faculty unions is growing. It has become popular to oppose public-
emploi,:ee unions But whether such opposition will have any effect on indepen-
dent school faculties N unclear. Possibly the growth of permissive state
bargaining laws wilt slow down, thus curtailing the chances of independent
school faculties not covered by federal law to organize So far, however, such a
trend has not appeared.

2. Unions are supposed to encourage featherbedding. Is this true?

"Featherbedding" is best defined as high reward for low productivity. "Make
work" arrang,ements.of this type are best illustrated by the union-supported use
of firemen on diesel locomotives, which have no need for them. Unions work for
their members. rhos, when threatened with job losses because of technological
improvements or curtailment in plant production, a union will fight to see that its
workers are "sa.ed harmless," that is, not adversely affected. Of course, if
management consents to featherbedding, unions are successful in their objectives.
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Appendix B
Principles of Personnel Policy

Regardless of concern about unions, good management practice suggests
that every school ought to have a clearly announced personnel policy
covering matters of importance to the administration and to the faculty as
academic employees. Such a policy could become part of a general faculty
handbook, or it could be given to new teachers at the time of employment
and be updated periodically thereafter.

Since such personnel issues as evaluation, job security, and appeal
procedures play a major role in bringing about faculty unions, school heads
would do well to review their present practices in these areas and take steps
to correct deficiencies that could lead to collective action.

Because independent schools vary so widely in their operation, the
suggestions contained in this appendix do not address "localized" subjects
(wage levels, fringe benefits, etc.), nor do comments about personnel
policy apply to employee groups other than faculty members. However,
modern management techniques suggest that similar policies should cer-
tainly be developed for administrators and nonfaculty employees.

Given the concerns of faculty members and the pressures on school
authorities by external governmental agencies to act fairly in making per-
sonnel decisions, we believe that the topics covered below should be
addressed in all personnel policy statements irrespective of unionization.
Once these topics have been addressed, administrators should be scrupu-
lous in observing the standards set down. Courts are increasingly intoler-
ant of shoddy personnel practices in both the public and private sectors of
education, and they may hold administrators and board members person-
ally liable for failure to take corrective action. (For a discussion of some
recent trends, see William C. Porth, "Personal Liability of Trustees of
Educational Institutions," Journal of College and University Law, Fall 1973.
The trend has accelerated since Porth's article was published.) We know of
one recent case in New Jersey where a state court levied fines and costs of
over $100,000 on administrators and board members of a Community
college because taey failed to take steps to learn about and then follow the
dictates of the developing law pertaining to the rights of their faculty
members.
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Following our discussion of principles, we present a sample personnel
policy statement constructed, for the most part, from policies in effect at
several independent schools.

Principles Common to All Personnel Policies

1. Faculty hiring procedures. We believe it is essential that personnel policy
statements include a brief section on how employees are initially selected. Since
all schools are subject to provisions of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
forbidding discrimination in employment, and since they may be subject to other
tederal or state legislation governing fair employment practice', we recommend
that a statement on nondiscrimination be included in such a section.

2. Faculty compensation. While some schools, particularly those that use a
"step system," may wish to present actual figures, we believe the method of
handling salary increases is more important to most faculty members than actual
amounts. Where annual increases are a matter of administrative judgment, it
would be useful to state in a personnel policy the factors upon which that
judgment is based in order to torestall charges of "administrative arbitrariness" or
"administrative favoritism " Where supervisors (department or area chairmen)
make these decisions, the standards they employ should also be included here (or
under the evaluation section). hi any case, this section should indicate who has
the final say on faculty compensation and what the bases for judgment are

3. Faculty contract renewal and continuing appointment. Essential to any
personnel policy k a clear statement of the school's contractual procedures. Are
contracts for one year only, with no expectation of renewal no matter how often
the may in fact have been renewed for a given employee? Is there a probationary
period followed by a tenure-like system that establishes an expectation that the
contract will be renewed? Under what circumstances can a continuing appoint-
ment be terminated?

While independent schools as private institutions are not covered by the due-
process cla WIC of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitutio
which require,. that certain procedures be followed in terminating pub is
employees, they could he bound by similar local or state laws. In any case, they
are subject to the dictates of contract law. Increasingly, courts are applying a
"Mimes,'" approach to contract interpretation; that is, if a strict reading of the
term', of a contract would have unreasonable consequences for one of the parties,
the court may choose to interpret the contract in such a way as to assure that
equity is achieved. A poorly worded contract is little better than no contract at all,
since it really doesn't set forth the terms of employment to the mutual under-
standing of both parties. Given the complexity of developing personnel-policy
provisions such as these, and given the likelihood that employment decisions will
be challenged more and more in the courts or before labor boards, we suggest that
every school head have legal counsel help develop the school's personnel-policy
statement. In order to assure fairness which s'hould be the guiding principle of
any employee practice the statement must reflect the school's intent and be in
accord with the law.
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4, Faculty workload. This section sets forth the duties teachers are expected to
perform It they are generally expected to assume responsibilities other than
classroom teaching, this ought to be made clear In other words, the nature of the
work Li contracted employee is evected to perform and the in which it is to
be performed (tor e \ample, under the supervision of a depai tment chairman or of
the head of the school) ought W be stated in general terms in this section. It is not
enough. LL e believe, to leave such matters to individual contracts.

People will mew itablv ask why others of equal status do not perform similar
duties. A dear r statement of the school's /mho/ on workload ought to be contained
in the person nel-poho statement, specific assignments and evectations can he
lett to mei n. idual contracts.

5. Faculty evaluation. Where faculty members can reasonably expect a contract
to be renewed (as, for e \ample, un'Lier,,a system of continuous appointment), it iti
important to hay e a system of evaluation An evaluatiem program can provide the
basis for a decision not to renew an employee's contract and furnish the necessary
supporting eL idence, should nonrenewa I be challenged legally.

`lore important, it is in the best tradition of the educational profession to
conduct periodic evaluations of all school employees as a means of improving
individual performance and strengthening the over-all performance of the
school Whatever evaluation system is developed ought to relate directly to the
teaLh mg assignments and other duties (workload) of the teacher, and it ought to
provide an opportunity to the person evaluated to correct deficiencies An
eL alvation policy that is not corrective but is used only to furnish evidence for
terminating a n emploL ee does little to improve the quality of teaching, to help the
employee, or to build faculte trust in the administration. As already noted, the
amount of trust faculty members have in administrators has a strong inverse
,orrelation ith union sentiment.

Because trust is important and because evaluation is such a sensitive and
Lomple\ process administrators should have faculty members participate in
diaLL mg up the eLa lua ton procedure, should allow supervisors to tailor general

uideline, to their particular discipline. or activity, and should themselves
undergo some torn of eL Liluation. (See Ri Id Hillery, Stlenyths of a Good

i,;,:tu Ciozeth, and PI ofe,,,,tonal Partncr4up of reachcts,
Boston National \ ssocia bon of independent Schools, 1975, for a good discussion
of eL Liluation and sample eL aluation instruments.)

It is important that eL aluation be based on -.pecan °No. twes Since objectives will
or. , depending on individual responsibilities, they probably should he worked

out at the department or al ea lee el and not be part of a general personnel-policy
statement In an% case, general statements should be avoided in evaluation
reports \ stleLitic job description followed by a careful evaluation related to
stated objectiL es is most satish mg to school and faculty member and has the best
L ha no e of supporting deLisions that could be subject to challenge within the
school to the Low is

h. Faculty sanctions. asionath i tat. ultv member may act unprutessiun,ifiy,
but not to a degree that Warrants dismissal or nonrenewal. It administrators wish
to ha \e a se hool-w ide discipline polio for toe ulty members, it should he part of
the pet simnel -polio statement sue h a polio ma be e pressed mtormally, by
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simply noting that department or area chairmen have authority to apply sanctions
to tacult members and that those [Protesting the exercise of that authority can
appeal to the head of the school. Or it may be more elaborate, perhaps. paralleling
a student disuphne system (which has been the primary stimulus for the devel-
opment ot faculty discipline systems) Whether formal or informal, the policy
should include the rudimentary elements of due process and the right of appeal

7. Faculty appeal system. Many personnel decisions, particularly those having
to do with lob security, are apt to be challenged, for state and federal legislation
imreasingl affects the employment relationship between administrators and
faculty members. For example, the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare has issued guidelines to the implementation of Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972, [pertaining to sex discrimination, which state: "A recipient
shall adopt and [Publish grievance procedures providing for prompt and equitable
resolution of student and employee complaints alleging any action which would
he prohibited by this part

I en though a particular school may not be covered by Title IX and other federal
and state fair-employment laws ot this type or be affected by similar requirements

hiLh are often part ot student financial aid legislation), taculty members may
x ell expect school officials to abide by them. A key element of current employ-
ment legislation in% olves giving employees the opportunity to appeal adverse
decisions that directly atfect them. Such a system can help channel and resolve
potentially disruptive and demoralizing disputes between faculty members and
administrators and certainly lessen the chances that a charge of administrative
Arbitrariness will be sustained by a court or other outside agency.

An appeal sy'ste'm should address the following concerns.

a MC 0,0,o(matter, that Lim be brought to iippeal.

I he people zelwmau the the ,,v,Ltem For example, may those who are not
faculty members use the appeal process?

c /he proLeilwal ,tep, involved The initial step ought to consist of an
informal airing of the dispute between the patties so that they may
have maximum opportunity to resolve it themselves Early in the
appeal process, the issue(s) ought to be crystallized and the facts
agreed upon Later, the process may be more formal, ending perhaps
with a tormal hearing betore the board of trustees or before a neutral
third party The degree of formality needs to be stated. For example,
ma% a faculty member employ an attorney to rszesent him or her at
any point in the appeal process? If so, may the school also have legal
con nse I present'

d. RemeLhe. Mai the board of trustees or a neutral arbitrator deal with
violation onlylfor example, tailure to follow the school's

aluation [Process), or may they consider Judgmental decisions as
well' i he latter instance has serious implications, for the actual qub-

,tanLe of the decision is subject to reversal. Because boards of trustees
and other third parties are usually not experienced educators,
administrators otten hesitate to grant them the power to review the
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substance ot a decision and usually seek to limit such review to
procedural issues only.

e, It there I:, art otttsti/e It'Z' !CUT?", what powers does he or ? Or not have?
BeLause neutral third parties tend to wander from a literal reading ot
the appeal process, their powers and prerogatives should he clearly
stated, lest they assume a tunction the school never intended. Some
ot these problems can he avoided by substituting advisory arbitration
for binding arbitration.

While some aspects ot the appeal system should be 'ery explicit, trying to
provide for every contingency that could arise through overly detailed and com-
plex procedures may increase opportunities for challenge. As one school admin-
istrator notes, "It is better to deal with outlines of procedure rather than to try to
'cross every so that a sharp lawyer can't hang up a school on not having
tollowed ery specified guideline'." Once again, we urge school officials to seek
the assistance ot legal counsel in developing a fair and workable appeal system for
their institution.

8. Personnel files. Students have the Buckley Amendment. What rights has the
school granted to faculty members over their personnel files? May they see them?
May they challenge negative statements filed therein? May they add materials to
their own tile, including statements to counter negative material? These questions
are likek to arise, particularly where faculty members question evaluation state-
ments made about them or when they wish to appeal a negative personnel
decision. rhu,,, a school's personnel policy ought to include a section on faculty
rights and privileges regarding personnel files. Confidential statements from
third parties should be excluded from review by the faculty member. However,
ways can be devised through which facts alleged in such statements can he
disclosed so that the individual has an opportunity to refute or explain them.
( en increased congressional and state interest in extending the privacy rights of
all employees, school heads are advised' to make a concerted effort to keep their
practices in this area contemporary with the developing law.

9. Retrenchment. Since many institutions are facing hard economic times, it is
not unlikely that school heads could he forced to excise programs and even
people When tinancial exigency affects personnel decision-making, it may run
counter to other institutional policies, such as continuing appointments. To
preserve administrative flexibility, it is essential for faculty members to be
informed that, when financial exigency exists, the school may be forced to make
personnel decisions that run counter to prior understandings. For such decisions
to he believed and not viewed simply as a convenient way for administrators to
get rid of troublesome teachers, the retrenchment section of the policy should
death detine financial exigency and,the degree to which it could affect previous
personnel decisions (tenure, for example). It should also spell out the rights
faculty members have to contest decisions through the appeal process, to obtain
severance pay, and to expect help in seeking new employment.

The above suggestions are not the only way of doing things. Adminis-
5 3
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trators should hesitate before making am, changes in past practice, for
hasty decisions are usually worse than taking no action at all. What is called
for is a careful review of present personnel procedures and a good deal of
deliberation before changes are made. Such deliberation ought to include
consultation with faculty members, since they are the ones most affected by
personnel policy and the persons whose trust and respect administrators
want to earn. However, consultation does not require agreement or con-
sensus. Ultimate responsibility rests with the school's administration.

To illustrate how the general guidelines we have advanced above might
he translated into a concrete policy document, we present the following
sample personnel policy. This policy, in part a composite of policies now in
effect at several nonunionized independent schools, is intended to illus-
trate the principles discussed above. It is not intended to apply to any
particular school and should not be adopted wholesale. We advise each
school to work out its own statement of policy with assistance from faculty
members, board members, legal counsel, and others. The opportunity to
share in the process of creating such a policy can be of incalculable impor-
tance to school morale.

While the policy advanced here applies to teaching faculty members at
the secondary level, it could easily be modified to apply to other members
of the staff and to varying types of institutions. It is designed as a section to
be incorporate in a general faculty handbook, which should be given to
faculty members before they sign their contracts, because it is important for
legal reasons that employees know the rules governing their employment
More they commit themselves.

Sample Personnel Policy for Teaching Faculty Members

1. Faculty Hiring

a POt edit es Initial screening of prospective faculty members is conducted at
the department le% el by the department chairman. Candidates are introduced
to members of the department and. wherever possible are given an actual
teaching opportunity. The chairman may wish to obtain formal or informal
comments from the department staff before making a recommendation to the
head of the school. Final hiring decisions are the prerogative of the head, who
has over -all responsibility for school personnel.

b. N o thl 1st rim:whim. -there is no discrimination in hiring, promoting, compen-
sating, or retaining faculty members on the grounds of se\ , age, marital status,
race, or religion within the confines of the policies set forth here. In answer to
specific concerns raised by the faculty, there is

( 1) no distinction made between male and female faculty members;

(2) no distinction made between single and married faculty members; and

(11 no distinction made between teachers of younger and older students.
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lowe% er, decisions that take into account the extent of a faculty member's
participation in all aspects of the school's program and or the supply of
and demand for people in a particular discipline or specialty are not
discriminatory, even though they treat people differently.

2, Faculty Compensation

a. General allocation. Each year, the trustees allocate to the head of the school
whatever sum for taculty salary increases they feel the budget warrants. The
trustees set a percentage of this total amount to be divided equally among
Lull -time faculty members. The balance is awarded to faculty members in the
form of merit increases by the head of the school.

h. \.lertt wereas6. While the decision of the head of the school is final, his or her
decision is based for the most part on an evaluation in which the director of
studies, department chairmen, and others participate. (See section 5, below,
for an explanation of evaluation procedures.) Individual amounts of merit
awards rest solely with the head. The range of merit awards is published
each year. Merit awards are added to and become a part of the faculty
member's base salary. In addition, those who earn an advanced degree
while a full-time taculty member at the school will receive $500 fora master's
degree, and $1,000 for a doctorate. Such an amount is paid as a one-time
bonus and does not become part of the faculty member's base salary. No
such payment is given for honorary degrees.

c lIimmunt saho B'a'ils. Because th, trustees recognize the desirability of
maintaining minimum salary levels for faculty members who, in the opinion
of the head of the school, have achieved certain levels of proficiency, they
have established four levels and have developed criteria and a minimum
salary for each level. The actual dollar figures for these levels and the criteria
for each are announced by the head of the school at the first faculty meeting
atter the start of each new calendar year.

( I) Level One. Teachers who have been hired for their promise but have not
vet had a chance to demonstrate their full competence.

(2) Level Two. Teachers who have had teaching experience and have
demonstrated competence that gives the school sound reason to retain
them.

(3) Level Three. Teachers who have demonstrated a high level of compe-
tence and are on continuing appointment.

(4) Level Four. Outstanding teachers who, through industry, creativity, and
imagination, have had a profound effect on shaping the direction of a
school's goals and objectives.

3. Faculty Contract Renewal and Continuing Appointment

a. Probationani perwit The first four years of employment at the school are
considered a probationary period. Contracts issued during this period are
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term contracts ot one year only. with no expectation stated or implied for
Lontinued emplo merit Department chairmen are expected to help new
teachers improve their teaching skills and effectiveness during this time, as
described in section 5 (evaluation), below. I lowever, during the probation-
ar% period, a decision not to renew a contract may be based On judgment that
a teacher does not have sufficient potential for future growth, even if in all
other respects his or her performance has been satisfactory '

b Continuo appointment Beginning with the fifth year of continuous
emplo wilt at the school, a teacher may reasonably expect his or her
contract to be renew ed on an annual bask unless any or all of the following
(nditions exist (SLY sections 5 and 6, below).

t I) Demonstiated incompetence

(2) lack ot professional integrity or conduct

\ buse ot the academic process

(4) Behar ior affecting professional performance in a demonstrably dele-
terious lashion

'9 Program changes instituted by the administration (see section 9,
'Retrenchment,- below)

161 Ftnanttal exigenc% (see section 9, below )

71 Detrimental miluent.e on students or tacultv

4. Faculty Workload

a Classroom hours In all curricular areas except English and social studies, the
minimum tea( hmg load regardless ot the numbe'rs of studentt, involved is 25
classroom hours per w eek In the departments of English and social studies,
the minimum is 20 class' oom hours per week.

tia,urritular dutic, Faculty members may be assigned additional extra-
curmula r duties by their department chairman and by the director of studies
for w hich there is no additional compensation

11ofristoad admstments Workload adjustments caused by enrollment shifts or
b% conditions unique to a department are arranged by department chair-
men, s. ho function as first-line administrative supervisors. They, in turn,
are responsible to the director of studies, who has over-all responsibility for
all academic, athletic, and extracurricular courses and programs.-

'Some commentators, particularly lawyers, are increasingly skeptical about giving any
reasons for not renew mg a term appointment Since the reasons advanced are usually hard
to quantity, they are more susceptible to challenge as being unreasonable, arbitrary, or
discriminatory However, the inclusion of the phrase "with no expectation stated or implied
for continued emplm merit- in the section on term appointments may mitigate fears on this
account

=the runcbons ot department chairmen and the director of studies, as well as other
administrators, should be detailed elsew here in the faculty handbook. Reference to relevant
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5. Faculty Evaluation

a. Procedure' For purposes ot taculty evaluation, the following procedure is
used

(1) Department chairmen are immediately responsible for the teachers in
their disciplines or grade levels. It is their specific responsibility to
observe, supervise, and discuss strengths and weaknesses with indi-
vidual teachers periodically during the year At least one interview a year
is held, by the third Monday in January, during which a written evalua-
tion Of the teacher's work is shown and discussed. (Teachers are
encouraged to conduct a self-assessment prior to this conference in order
to increase the value of the interview session.) Both participants sign the
chairman's evaluation, and the teacher is given one copy. A third copy is
placed in the teacher's personnel file (See section 8, "Personnel Files,"
below.)

(2) The director of studies evaluates department chairmen annually and,
trom time to time, taculty members as well In each instance, a written
evaluation is shown and discussed. Both participants sign the evalua-
tion, and one copy is given to the person being evaluated. When faculty
members are being evaluated, a third copy is given to the department
chairman. The school's copy is kept in the taculty member's personnel
h le (See section 8, below.)

(3) The signing ot an evaluation shows that it has been received and dis-
cussed. By signing it, the employee is not necessarily agreeing with the
evaluation A response to the evaluation, written by the teacher, may be
included in the teacher's personnel file. (See section 8, below.)

(4) While the final decision on contract renewal rests with the head of the
school, he or she does not take action on renewal or nonrenewal (except
as outlined in section 6, "Faculty Sanctions," below) without receiving
reports during the appropriate time period from the director of studies
and department chairman and, if the case concerns nonrenewal of a
Lon tinumg appointment, interviewing the teacher involved.

b. LzwInatIon criteria Those conducting evaluations use the following criteria,
where applicable, for making judgmental decisions.

(1) Evidence of adequate preparation for each particular teaching assignment

(2) Demonstrated effectiveness in working with students

(3) Demonstrated etfectiveness of teaching

(4) Ability to gain respect of students and other members of the faculty

(=i) Effectiveness ot extracurricular activities

sections could be provided here for additional information In general, the specificity of the
section on workload depends largely on each school's own characteristics and the extent to

hich school officials wish to spell out workload policy in the personnel-policy statement.
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(6) Evidence ot protessional growth

(7) Evidence ot constructive contributions to the total school community

(8) Evidetice ot cooperative attitude in accordance with the philosophy and
objectives of the school

(9) Administrative effectiveness

(10) Thorough knowledge of appropriate subject matter

c. Correa :ye Procedurrs Where evaluation reflects weaknesses in a faculty
member, but not to a degree that, in the opinion of the head of the school,
warrants termination, an honest effort is made to correct those weaknesses
by notitying the faculty member and devising a corrective program. In such
cases, provisional renewal may be extended to the faculty member, subject
to his or her pertormance during the balance of the current academic year or
depending on enrollment and or course offerings for the following year. If
the renewal is provisional, it is so stated. No teacher on continuing
appointment is informed that his or her contract is not being renewed until
he or she

(1) has been informed (with supporting reasons and evidence) that his or
her pertormance as a teacher and or administrator is considered un-

hstactor;

(2) has, it possible, been given an opportunity to correct any deficiency (see
section (1, "Faculty Sanctions," below);

(1) has been informed that his or her job has been eliminated or modified to
such an extent that he or she can no longer be employed. (See section 9,
"Retrenchment," below.)

d. Nothe reptrements Except for the provisions outlined under "Faculty
Sanctions" (section h, below), probationary faculty members can expect to
recen e notice ot renewal or termination not later than March 15. Those on
continuing appointment receive notices of renewal or nonrenewal one year
in advance ot the renewal date of their contract A renewal notice gives the
salary for the following year as well as the amount of merit increase (if any)
that is included in the salary.

c Part-time Louttact:-; All part -time contracts are designated as such. Faculty
members in this category have the same procedural rights as probationary
tacultv members.

t. Nleeturgs with the head ot the sLIwol. Every teacher has the right to discuss his
or her own contract with the head of the school after reasonable notice.

6. Faculty Sanctions

a. Procedure Any teacher who, as the result of an investigation initiated by the
head of the school, is found to have purposely violated any of the criteria
listed in section 5, "Faculty Evaluation," above, is
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( I) informed in a personal interview with the head (or the head's designated
representative) that such conditions e\ist; and

(2) given an opportunity to discuss such charges and a reasonable amount of
time in which to correct the situation.

h Icon:nation If the situation is not, or can not he, corrected, then the teacher
may be released immediately if, in the opinion of the head 01 the school, his
or her continued presence will adversely affect students or the purposes of
the school as reflected in its philosophy and objectives.

7. Faculty Appeal System

a Pro/in/man/ steps All taculh, members are urged to bring complaints or
concerns to the attention of the appropriate chairman and or to the desig-
nated school administrators for informal discussion and resolution. If a
teacher believes that grounds for nonrenewal of a continuing appointment
(but not ot a probationary term appointment) or for dismissal during either a
term or continuing appointment are insufficient or incorrect, he or she may
request a hearing to appeal the decision within five days of being notified of
the decision.

fIcatirN f)toceduk. A hearing is conducted by a hearing committee, which
consists of live people: three faculty members and two trustees. The faculty
members are elected by the entire full-time faculty. The trustees are the
chairman of the education committee and another member of that commit-
tee selected by the chairman. The hearing committee selects one of its five
members as presiding officer The committee holds a hearing within two
weeks ot receiving notice of a faculty member's decision to appeal The
teacher appea !mg maN choose a representative from the faculty who is not
ser\ mg on the hearing committee or from the administration. The repre-
sentative may be with the teacher at all times, and the teacher may call
witnesses betore the committee. he committee may also call witnesses and
request whatever additional information it feels is necessary. A taped or
stenographic record ot the hearing is kept. At the end of the hearing, the
committee promptly produces written findings and a recommendation

hether the teacher should be retained or terminated or whether some
other ac ion should be taken. Copies are given to the head of the school and
to the teacher It either the teacher or the head does not wish to accept the
recommendation ot the hearing committee, he or she may appeal its deci-
sion to the tull hoard of trustees, vh.), acting as a committee of the whole,
may affirm, re% erse, or otherwise modify the action of the hearing commit-
tee as recorded in the committee's written or taped proceedings.

8. Personnel Files

cl Content, f he school maintains an official personnel file for each faculty
member which contains copies of personnel transactions, official corre-
spondence with and pertaining to the faculty member, and formal, written
e\ aluation reports prepared in accordance with the evaluation section of this
personnel policy statement. 59
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b Nith the exception of confidential statements from third parties on
such matters as initial and future employment, graduate study, and medical
records, taculty members may review and respond to material's in their
personnel folders during normal business hours. In addition, faculty
members ina introduce material into their personnel records that supple-
ments school evaluation reports Faculty members are notified of any
request for access to their files on other than -school business unless such
notification is prohibited b1 law.

9. Retrenchment

Pike,/iu,e the school reserves the right to shift or eliminate faculty members
as the result of institutional financial exigency, reallocation of resources,
reorganization and or elimination of curricular and extracurricular offer-
ings, reorganization of academic or administrative structures or functions,
or Lurtadment of one or more programs or functions iiWolving such levels of
the organization as the head of the school deems appropriate. Once the
extent of retrenchment is identified atter appropriate consultation by the
head w rth trustees, tqculty members, and others, the school administration
commits itself to the follow ing order of layoff.

Part-time taLultylnembers in the retrenchment unit

(2) taculti, members, in reverse order of seniority, in the
retrenchment unit

tor tlw,e ()It 1,Vhde the school will make an extort to assist those laid
oft to find new employment, it makes no commitment to place those laid off
111 Ilt.'\ positions Faculti, members who have been laid off will have first
opportunik., for a period of two N,ear,,, to apply for any newschool positions
created without loss of accrued seniority. Matters of possible severance pay,
continuation of health insurance, and other fringe benefits will be discussed
midi, idualk with those persons affected
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Appendix C
Glossary of Labor Terms
and Organizations

affirmative order. An order issued by a labor-relations board requiring persons
guilty of unfair labor practices to take such steps as are necessary to undo the
effect of such practices.

American Federation of Teachers. Organized in 1916 to bring the public school
teacher into the American labor movement, the AFT follows the pattern of trade
unionism embodied in the National Labor Relations Act. The AFT believes that
collective bargaining is the best way to improve the compensation and working
conditions of taculty members. The AFT has a strong tie to the industrial sector
through its affiliation with the AFL-CIO. Albert Shanker, now president of the
AFT, is regarded by many as a leading contender for the presidency of the
parent organization.

arbitration. Usually the final step in the grievance system. Through the contract,
the parties agree to accept the decision of the arbitrator, who acts as a neutral
third party to the dispute. Arbitration as practiced in the industrial sector is not
acceptable to many educators because most arbitrators do not have special
training to enable them to understand the singular nature of education. As a
result, there is a growing demand for specially trained arbitrators and new
arbitral procedures for education. Arbitration is also being used more fre-
quently to settle disputes over negotiation of new contracts because strikes and
other economic weaponry are deemed too costly.

authorization card. A statement signed by the employee designating the union as
his or her agent for purposes of collective bargaining with the employer. Since a
secret-ballot election supervised by government authorities is preferred as the
most equitable way of settling a union, the employer probably does better not to
agree to review the union's authorization cards, but rather to request a super-
vised election. While a labor board may find that an election is necessary
because a sufficient number of employees have signed valid cards, it is better all
around that the labor hoard, rather than the employer, make this decision.

back pay. Lost wages that must be paid to employees who have been illegally
discharged Or laid off.

Note. rerms defined in the text are not included here.
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bumping. :\ practice originating in co, rl service whereby senior employees who
are laid ott have the right to replace, or "bump," less senior employees else-
w here in the work torce As applied to education, bumping (or "displacement
rights-) means that it the faculty member who is being laid ott has the required
seniont . he has the light to he employed in any other position within his area
of qualifications ec en it this means displacing the employee most junior in the
area ot qualifications Unless the latter employee also has bumping rights, he is
the one actuall laid ott Bumping tights are among the more controversial
topes ot bargaining

business agent. .\ union othcial ho handles grieances, helps enforce agree-
ments, and performs other a dimmstratn e tasks for the union Union business
agents are usuall paid cm plo ees ot the union

certification. 1 he formal designation b a go% eminent agency that a particular
union is the e\clusn e represntatwe ot employees for purposes of bargaining
collet:tic el w ith the employ er

company union. A historik al term in labor relations used to describe an employee
organiiation set up under the ,Itp-TR.e,, of and often cant rolled LiN, the employer.
C timpani, unions were a strateg b the empkwer to prevent employees from
forming their ow n unions i he are now usually illegal Many people in
eduk anon consider tat ult senates and other similar bodies to be modern
company unions

consent election. \ union representation election held atter informal hearings by'
a labor board in w hie h-the parties to the election agree on the terms under which

w ill be held

consultation session, \ lost contracts contain a clause requiring the employer to
meet periodic all with representatw Os of the union to discuss problems arising
Under the ontrat. t "conic employers t. barge that "consultation- is lust another
name for bargaining and !Ouse to play that political game again. However,
w here the dues-pa ing membership of the union includes most of the
emplo ces in the bargaining unit, the employer may he forced to take a more
ak to, e par t rn consultation In any a...0, school heads should not assume that
konsultahon is a collegial IA perience where all the cards can be laid on the
table

contract-bar clause. Rules applied the ahonal l abor Relations Board in
determining when an evstmg contract between an employer and a union will
bar a representation vie( toin sought by a rival group.'

escalator clause. .\ clause in the contract requiring that the wage salary scale be
adjusted periodkalb, to changes in the cost ot trying (as determined by the

onsumer Price Inde,0 5ince escalator clauses can be very e\pensive, man-
agement should be ver hesitant to consent to this bargaining demand.

grievance. An employee complaint that an emplcw et!, the union, or the employer
has iolated the collective-bargaining contract A grievance system is included
un irtualh all ontracts, often rt is. required b state law A grievance system
consists of steps b which an individual employee or group of employees,
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usually with union backing, seek a solution to a complain -t. First, the grievance
is brought to the a ttentioft of the employee's immediate superior If no satis-
taLtorN adjustment is made, the employee may continue to appeal to higher
le. els It agreement cannot be reached, most grievance procedures culminate in
binding arbitration by a neutral third party It is always hoped that disputes can
be settled in tormally, but it tirst-line supervisors (department chairmen, direc-
tors ot studies) are ineffectual 0/ it there is great conflict between the employees
and the -administration, informal settlement is wishful thinking Grievance
processing thus becomes very expensive in time and money.

immunity clause. A clause in a collective-bargaining contract designed to protect
the union trom suits for contract violation that grow out of unauthorized
strikes Obviously, school administrators should hesitate to agree to such a

la t.,e

initiation fee. A tee required by unions as a condition of belonging to the union. If
an initiation tee is ruled to be excessiveor discriminatory by a labor board or
court, the emploN er may not be held to the obligation, under a union-shop
agreement, ot discharging employees who do not join the union.

job action. Concerted action by employees against the employer, usually at the
point ot impasse in contract talks. It the current contract contains a "no strike"
la use. job aLtion can take the torm ot picketing, slow down, or other similar

protest

jurisdictional dispute. Disagi cements among unions as to who should represent
a group ot orkers, or disagreements about the right of employees to perform
certain types ot work, such as plumbers doing the work of electrical workers, or
librarians doing the work ot counselors.

master contract. A single collective-bargaining agreement that sets forth salary,
hours, and other working conditions for all employees in the bargaining unit. A
master contract may allow individual agreements with the employer on certain
matters Master contracts are quite prevalent among symphony orchestras, for
theN allow tirst-chair players to negotiate individual agreements commensurate
with their talent and reputation.

mediation. I he involvement of a neutral third party to facilitate agreement on
contract -term disputes or grievance disputes. Unlike arbitrators, mediators
cannot make binding settlements.

National Education Association. The oldest of the national teacher organizations,
dating back to 1857. Through most of its history, the NEA has served teachers
and even administrators as a professional association and has become a prom-
inent political torce at the local, state, and federal levels. During the 1960's, the
NEA began to compete with the American Federation of Teachers as a bar-
gaining agent for teachers, although it was slow to substitute collective bar-
gaining for "pro tessional negotiation:: Today, the NEA is the largest national
teacher union and does not differ much from the AFT, except for its lack of ties
to org,am/ed labor which, in fact, is the major stumbling block to merger of
the two organisations,
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organizational picketing. Picketing ot an employer in an attempt to induce
employees to join the union.

picketing. Public demonstrations ot the existence ot a labor dispute with the
employ et- Most picketing consists of having union members carry signs urging
nonunion members and the general public to boycott the employer's business.

professional employee. Under the National Labor Relations Act, employees who
,ire considered "professionals" under set criteria may not be included with
nonprotesswnal empliw ees m a bargaining unit unless they so elect.

reinstatement. Return to employment of persons unlawfully discharged. Rein-
statement and the award of back pay lost during the period of discharge are
often lumped together in an attempt to "make the employee whole," that is, to
compensate him or her completely.

representation election. the election held under the auspices of a labor hoard to
determine hether employees in a bargaining unit wish to unionize, and, if so,

ith hich ot the contending bargaining agents.

restraint and coercion. The National Labor Ri2lations Act contains a provision that
makes it an unfair labor practice for a union to restrain or coerce employees in
the e\ercise of their right to loin unions or to engage in union activities, or in the
eercise ot their right to refrain from doing so.

right to work. The term used to apply to laws that ban union-security agreements,
such as the union shop, by rendering it illegal to make employment conditional
on membership or nonmembership in a labor orgiinization. Unions are partic-
ularly opposed to these state laws because they allow "free riders" those who
share in the collective benefit but pay nothing for it.

run-off election. A second election directed by a labor board when no one on the
first ballot (including the category "no agent") receives more than half the votes
recorded

seniority. Length of service with an employer or in one branch of his business.
Unions usually demand that personnel decisions be made on this basis, for
e \ample, "last in, first out," when layoffs occur.

showing of interest. Under the National Labor Relations Act and most state
legislation, a union's petition for a bargaining election is not accepted until the
union can show enough support to warrant such an election. Before the
National Labor Relations Board will process an election petition, 30 per cent of
the employees in the bargaining unit must show support for the union.

sick leave. the number of paid days an employee may claim for illness. In some
cases, sick leave is cumulative from year to year

supervisor. Those in first-level administrative positions are generally deemed
supervisors. They have the authority to hire and fire or make recommendations
to this effect. They have no bargaining rights under the federal act. One critical
area in academic unionization is the role of department chairmen. The National
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Labor Relations Board has developed guidelines for deciding whether they are
first -level administrators or whether they are faculty members who should be
in the bargaining unit.

unionsteward. A union representative for a group of fellow employees. He or she
is usually elected by the employees to help them with grievances and convey
information to union officials or administrators. The union or "shop" steward
continues to work for the employer, while handling union duties.

wage reopener. A clause in the contract allowing reopening of negotiations on
wages atter a certain time, or dependent on certain conditions, even though the
contract itself has not terminated.

yellow-dog contract. A contract whereby the employee agrees not to Join a union
or to participate in bringing about a union. Such a contract is illegal under the
National Labor Relations Act.

zipper clause. A clause in a contract limiting the agreement to what is specifically
stated Management frequently seeks such a clause in order to have an explicit
statement that all policies and rules not included in the contract shall continue in
force
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Appendix D
Annotated Bibliography

This bibliography is not an exhaustive list of first-rate materials on unions
and collective bargaining, Rather, it is intended to give a descriptive sam-
pling of some of the readings that are available. Given the paucity of
labor-relations writing on nonpublic schools, most of the sources here have
to do with other sectors of education or those outside of education, but
have been included for their relevance to the independent school setting.

Books and Monographs

Begin, Janie,' P., Theodore Settle, and Paula Alexander. Academics im Stnke. New
Brunswick, N.J.: Institute of Management and Labor Relations, Rutgers Univer-
sity, 1975. This inexpensive paperback offers an interesting, detailed, case-study
examination of two faculty strikes in higher education: one at Rider College, and
one in the Now Jersey State College system. The strike at Rider, the first strike in
the country at a private college, is of particular interest. The Rider faculty had
unioni/ed with the American Association of University Professors; the least
militant of the three major unions in higher education. Because Rider is a private
institution, the strike took place under the aegis of the federal bargaining law, the
National Labor Relations Act. A breakdown in bargaining talks triggered the job
action Available from Library, Institute of Management and Labor Relations,
Ryder, Lane, New Brunswick, N.J. 08930.

Bok, Derek, and john T. Dunlop. Litho? and the American Community. New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1970. The authors provide an excellent review of labor
development and practices in American society, with emphasis on the industrial
sector rhp., book makes good background reading for both layman and expert.
Available in paperback from Simon and Schuster, 630 Fifth Ave., New York,
N.Y. 10020.

Carlton, Patrick W., and Harold I. Goodwin. The Collective Dilemma: Negotiations in
I- lineation Worthington, Ohio: Charles A. Jones Publishing Co., 1969. This book
gives good basic information on collective bargaining and associated problems in
public schools. Order from the publisher, Village Green, Worthington, Ohio
43085

Facti/h/ Collective Barxammg. :I Chronicle of Higher Education Handbook. Washington,
D.C.: rite Chi-wade hgher Education, 1976. This new handbook is designed to
provide basic information for the generalist in higher education. It contains a
detailed outline of contract provisions, suggestions by experienced union and
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management negotiators for strategy at the bargaining table, a rundown of
pertinent National Labor Relation-, Board decisions (with citations), and a very
eomplcte bibliography he handbook should prove useful to anyone in non-
public elementary and secondary education. It can be purchased for under $5 a
tops, (or m lots at special bulk rates) trom The Chrome- le of fliglicr ileation, 1717
Nlassaehusetts Ace , N W , Washington, D C. 20036.

kemerer, Frank R , and J. Victor Baldridge. Unions' ore Campus: A Nil f1011111 St:tilt/of the
Ctmsequemes th (tit Barouung. San Francisco: Jossev -Bass, 1975. This book
toe uses on both the causes and consequences ot academic bargaining. Data are
diem n trom sun ee and case-study research at diverse public and private insti-
tutions While the book is oriented to higher education, many of its chapters have
significance for the nonpublic school as well, particularly those that examine the
causes of bargaining, factors that shape bargaining at a particular institution, and
consequences for institutional administration. Available from Jossey-Bass, Inc.,
or; Montgomery St , San Francisco, Calif. 94111.

Cathohi thliools Washington, D.C.: National Catholic Educational
\,,odation, 1974 this 50-page monograph has five chapters: "Why Teacher
L awns in Catholic Schools" "floe% Catholic Teacher Unions Begin," "Collective
Bargaining as a Process," f he teacher Contract," and "Effects of Teacher
L. mons on C. atholt, School Personnel Aka included is an extensive bibliogra-
phy the monograph may be purchased at nominal cost from PublicationhSales,
NCI-A, One Dupont Circle, Suite 350, Washington, D.C. 20036.

ladeek, I I' , and S. C Vladeck, eds. Collie tuck. BarNaiumg In Higher Utica firm: The
I lecelopoN E tize New 1 ork Practising Law Institute, 1975. This fine, though
cyclist\ c, contemporary collodion of esse, s by lawyers, researchers, and prac-
titioner-, is oriented in part to higher education, but many chapters and the entire
see lion entitled "filet egal Frame ork" are pertinent to the nonpublic secondary
sehool Set oral chapters detail the history and philosophy ot competing teacher
orga tit/a tions such as the \merican Federation of teachers and the National
Iducation ssociation ceorth the expense. Order from Practising Law
Institute h10 se\ enth At r , ork, NA. 10019
ollett Donald I I , and Robert 1I. Chanm. Hie. Late ant! Pr,iihiiof leacher 'Veso t
tt ashington, h C Bureau of National Affairs, 1970 1 hi, comprehen-
sn r I MO- page "hoe\ to do it" looseleaf publication was produced by two
experienced la ee, ers Its text, legal reterenct2s, sample forms, and checklists
should be 01 great inter est and \ alue to school administrators, trustees, and
late',rrs engaged in the bargaining process even though it is oriented to public
schools Order trom But eau of National Affairs, 1211 25th St., N.W., Wash-
ington D C 20017

Periodicals, Services, and Sources

\ eadeinte Culiechte Bat gaining Information Service., 18Ih R St , N W , Wash-
ington I) c 201109 Ihis -{t.\ ice, sponsored by the Association of American

olleges the \ merit an \ ssocia hem of State Colleges and Univer,i hes, and the
National \ ssoc !ahem of State Um \ ersities and I.and Grant Colleges, releases
periodic non tee lime al repot is on all aspects ot academic u motnia don, negotia-
tion and Lontras tadnunt,tration I inanced in part by the Carnegie C orporation
ot Nee\ 1 orl. it is the only, eomplete service at allable. Of particular interest are
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6.\ 0 case -5tud \ reports issued in 1974 that analyze union defeats' Virginia
1.u551er, "Albion College Votes 'No Agent': A Case Study," and Gerald A,
Bodner, "1 he 'No Agent' Vote at New York University: A Concise Legal
1115tory

Bureau ot National AlITurs, 1231 25th St., N.W , Washington, D.C. 20037. This
labor-relations reporting service otters numerous publications related to col-
lective bargaining, mostly directed to evert," in the field. However, school
administrators who wish to play a large part in the negotiating process will
eventually want to investigate the various publications of this service. Com-
merce Clearing House, 4025 W. Peterson Aye., Chica.go, III. 60646, is a similar
5er \ ice, al5o.directed to the e \pert

the Chromi it of I- INher thiLatten, 1717 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington,
1) C. 20036. the Chronicle is the primary new5p'aper ot higher education,
appearing weekly during most ot the year and biweekly between semesters and
0% er the slimmer. It is one of the least expensive, most comprehensive, and
most etticient \\ a \ 5 to stay abreast ot collective-bargaining events, court cases,
and m nod other happenings in higher education that are pertinent to other
suitor-, of education as well

Ili e bhltperkleHt .(Itool heather , Bo", 142, Belmont, Mass. 02178. This newspaper,
intended primarily for teachers, began publication in the tall of 1975. It is
published monthly. e".cept June, Jul , , and August. Its tone is mildly egali-
tarian, although it is not (at least at this writing) pro-union. In fact, it opposed
unionization as a solution to teacher problems in an editorial in its December
197:1 -Januar\ 197h issue For administrator, who want to know what teachers
in independent schools are reading and thinking about, this publication is on
the "must read"

loll mai of the Colhw arid 1.1Itcelqtu Pehennel lawn , One Dupont Circle, Suite
W-10 Wa-lington, C' 20036 this quarterly journal, while directed to higher
education contains many articles ot interest to administrators concerned with
personnel administration at all levels ot education.

/la/ of aa. atsl t thttLitton, Jefferson Book Company, P.O. Box 1936, Cincinnati,
Ohio 4';201 I his qllarterl \ journal corers many law-related educational topics,
including collective bargaining Every issue carries a department entitled "Case
summaries ot Recent Educational Decisions," which includes labor relations. It
is 5ubdi\ Wed into sections on primary schools, secondary schools, and colleges
and um \ er5itie5 I he journal is an e \cellent resource for the layman who is
interested in educationally related legal issues such as civil liberties for stu-
dents, teacher rights, responsibilities and legal liabilities of board members,
L oliec to. e bargaining, and so on.

National 1 abor Relations Board, 1717 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W., Room 710,
ashington. 1) C. 20036, School heads may wish to direct special questions

and inquiries related to practice under federal labor law to the NLRB.

Articles and Essays

'\nderson, I ester W the Management I earn and Negotiations." Nat/o/la/ A4:,o-
Liation to qe, tvtdarir k;c. Trutt /01/,. Bu Min, October 1969. This discussion of the
team approach for management in conducting negotiations emphasizes main-
taining open channels ot communication.
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Bakalis Michael Collective Negotiations in the Absence of L egislation." Corn
rat t June 1972 I his article b a former Illinois superintendent of public
mstrui tion discusses the difficulties inherent in bargaining outside a legal
trame%%ork It is ot interest to school heads who decide to recognise a union
ek en though there is no supports k e collective-bargaining la .

1 mkin, tt he W I he NLRB in Thgher Education 1.1ntveratit of 1 olcdo Law
Rez't Sprung 1974. This thorough and readable review of the practices of the
National 1 a bor Relations Board to date applies to both the nonpublic secondary
suitor and nonpublic higher education. It 1`, required leading for anyone inter-
ested in the prat tices and resulting criticisms of the NLRB in education.

James. loin "The States Struggle to Define Scope of teacher Bargaining." Phi
!Vita harran OL toiler 1973 As one of three articles related to collective-bar-
gaining legislation, this article gives a good review of different approaches
taken b% a now, states that permit public-sector collective bargaining. The
Lompamon articles Robert El Chanm, "the Case for a Collective Bargaining
statute for Public E mploNees," and Myron I ieberman, "Neglected Issues in
I ederal Public 1 mploNee Bargaining Legislation" debate the advisability of
e\ ti nding the National Labor Relations Act to all public employees

0110s:ea/LI 1.111."Cl ',III/ 1.14' Summer 1974. the entire issue is devoted to
discussing practical questions about umomiation and collective bargaining in
education rticles deal %%ith administrators' developing pre-election cam-
paign strateg% , educating the National Labor Relations Board, unfair labor
prat tices in an academic setting, and other topics It is available from Academic
Collectik e Bargaining Ser% lc e, 1818 R St., NAV , Washington, D C. 20009

I\ a% Willi im f i he Need for I imitation upon the Scope of Negotiations in
Public f duration, II foroira/ of 1 azt. and Ldtaatton. January 1973. The author
owlores a nous state laws and court cases affecting the scope of bargaining for
teachers in an interesting, sophisticated discussion of the concept of the scope
of bargaining I he preceding essa% on this topic is listed immediately below.

\ let/ler lohn II I he Need for I imitation upon the Scope of Negotiations in
PLINK education, I founal ot law and LtIntatton, Taiwan, 1973. the author
suggests that the lack ot specific and legally set terms for negotiations has

teacher bargaining to encompass unreasonable demands. While his
arta le pertains to the pubic sector, it also has relevance for independent
si hook since the National Labor Relations Board has vet to decide what
mandatory issues of bargaining are unique to the educational setting

Nicholson Et erett W , and RoN R. Nasstrom. the Impact of Collective Negoti-
ation, on Principals \athwal 1NNoi who?: ot ';ettnittorit St hoof Prwitpals Rultchn,
()Ltober 1974 I his article reports on numerous studies on the role of the
principal in the bargaining, process
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